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Abstract
In the rst part of this thesis, I solve a long-standing problem concerning
homotopies of braid monoids. More precisely, I show that for a graph of a
braid monoid related to Coxeter group of type A, every self-homotopy of a
word decomposes into self-homotopies each of which is inessential, a cube,
a prism or a permutohedron. Next I extend this result to braid monoids
corresponding to more general nite Coxeter groups. In the latter case, it
turns out that the so-called Coxeterhedra are needed in addition to the self-
homotopies listed above. Using the result above, I then prove the coherence
theorem for braided Gray monoids. In the last chapter I give a conjecture
about the relationship between our theorem and a work of Deligne.
The second part of this thesis presents my old work about Yang-Baxter
operators for crossed group-categories which arose in the context of homotopy
quantum eld theory. Graphical calculus is used a lot, which I like most in
mathematics for the last two decades.
In the last part I review my initial piece about braided crossed modules.
The extension theory of braided crossed modules and its mod-q analogues
will be given.
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Part I
Positive braids and an analogue
of Tits's theorem
1
Chapter 1
Introduction
Part I of this thesis grew out of an attempt to prove a coherence the-
orem for braided monoidal 2-categories. This theorem is categorical in na-
ture but the essential part is combinatorial and can be viewed as a theorem
about homotopies of words dened by braid relations. In the context of
Coxeter groups, Tits [18] showed that every self-homotopy decomposes into
self-homotopies each of which is inessential or lies in a rank 3 residue. This
means that nontrivial self-homotopies of galleries in Coxeter complexes only
occur in nite stars of simplices of codimension 3. To obtain a similar result
for braid monoids, we rst consider Coxeter groups of type A, and prove a
variant of a result in [9] which asserts that every positive braid has a unique
factorization with respect to a given set of generators. Using this factoriza-
tion we then show that every self-homotopy decomposes into self-homotopies
each of which is inessential, a cube, a prism or a permutohedron. This result
is an important step toward the coherence theorem, and it seems to be of
independent interest as well.
Next we generalize this result to braid monoids corresponding to the other
nite Coxeter groups. In the course, we nd certain Coxeterhedra in dimen-
sion 3 arise as geometric objects, and our theorem says that Coxeterhedra
with higher dimensions are not needed at all. Therefore we can use, in some
sense, the classication result of semi-regular convex polytopes in dimen-
sion 3. In fact, the Coxeterhedron of type B (resp. type H) coincides with
what is known as the rhombitruncated cuboctahedron (resp. rhombitrun-
cated icosidodecahedron) in the literature. In this paper we use an algebraic
Chapter 3 of Part I has been published in SUT Journal of Mathematics, Vol.47, No.
1 (2011), 45-53.
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interpretation of these polytopes, which we hope to represent the interplay
between geometry, algebra, and combinatorics.
In Chapter 8 we give a detailed description of our coherence theorem for
braided Gray monoids. This result is a 2-categorical version of Joyal and
Street's coherence theorem for braided monoidal categories. In Chapter 9 we
give a conjecture about the relationship between our theorem and the work
of Deligne [8].
3
Chapter 2
Coxeter groups and
Coxeterhedra
In this chapter, we review Coxeter groups and Coxeterhedra.
2.1 Coxeter groups
Let S be a set. A matrix m : SS ! f1; 2; :::;1g is called a Coxeter matrix
if it satises
m(s; s0) = m(s0; s);
m(s; s0) = 1 , s = s0:
Equivalently, m can be represented by a Coxeter graph whose node set is S
and whose edges are the unordered pairs fs; s0g such that m(s; s0)  3. If
m(s; s0)  4, the edge is labeled by that number.
Let S2fin = f(s; s0) 2 S2 : m(s; s0) 6=1g. A Coxeter matrix m determines
a group W with the presentation given by generators S and relations
(ss0)m(s;s
0) = e; for all (s; s0) 2 S2fin
where e denotes the unit in W . When a group W has a presentation above,
then the pair (W;S) is called a Coxeter system, and the group W is called a
Coxeter group.
For example, take the following Coxeter graph.
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Then, the corresponding Coxeter group is given by generators a; b; c and the
relations: 8><>:
a2 = b2 = c2 = e;
(ab)2 = e;
(ac)3 = (bc)3 = e:
Coxeter classied all nite Coxeter groups; the corresponding Coxeter graphs
are listed below:
   An(n  1)
   4Bn(n  2)
  
HH
Dn(n  4)
 

E6
 

E7
 

E8
  4F4
 5H3
 5H4
 mI2(m)(m  5)
The classication above was completed in 1935, and every nite Coxeter
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group is known to be a reection group. Since Coxeter groups are dened by
generators and relations, one can easily construct non-nite Coxeter groups.
In this paper, we deal with only nite Coxeter groups.
2.2 Coxeterhedra
Denition 2.2.1 For any Coxeter system (W;S), we denote byWJ the sub-
groups generated by subsets J  S. The subgroups WJ are called parabolic
subgroups of W . The Coxeterhedron PW is dened as the nite posets of
all cosets
fwWJg
of all parabolic subgroups of W , ordered by inclusion.
This denition is combinatorial, but for any Coxeterhedron, there is a ge-
ometric realization of it. In particular, its geometric realization becomes
particularly simple in dimension 3.
The following gure presents Coxterhedra of type A, B and D.
Interestingly, the faces of dimension 0 and 1 of these Coxeterhedra coin-
cide with the graphs of weak order of the related Coxeter systems. In other
words, these faces form the Cayley graphs of the Coxeter systems. This is
true in general, and this algebraic point of view is the one we adopt in the
next chapter.
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2.3 Permutohedra
A Coxterhedron of type A is called a permutohedron. In particular, the
permutpohedron PA3 can be depicted as follows:
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This polytope plays an important role in various areas of mathematics. In
my attempt to prove a coherence theorem for braided monoidal 2-categories,
this polytope was inevitable, and the main theorem of Part I says that this
polytope is almost enough to prove the coherence theorem. This means, in
particular, that we do not need permutohedra with higher dimensions. This
allows us to concentrate on polytopes with dimension 3.
We now explain how to interpret this permutoheron in algebraic terms.
For example, let us consider a path from the vertex labeled abcd at the top
to the vertex labeled dcba at the bottom. In the permutohedron, there is an
edge connecting the vertices abcd and bacd. To this edge, we can assign the
permutation s1 since this element exchanges the left-most part ab and ba, and
as a result, s1 exchanges abcd and bacd. Next we look at the edge connecting
the vertices bacd and bcad. To this edge we assign the permutation s2 since
this element exchanges ac and ca. Now we take as a sequence of edges which
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connects abcd and dcba the following one:
abcd  bacd  bcad  cbad  cbda  cdba  dcba:
Then, using the assignments above we can associate to this sequence the word
121321 which corresponds to the permutation s1s2s1s3s2s2. In this way, to
each sequence of edges from abcd to dcba, we can associate a word of 1; 2; 3.
As a next step, we consider the following sequence
abcd  bacd  bcad  bcda  cbda  cdba  dcba:
Then we nd that we can associate to this sequence the word 123121, and
this replacement can be viewed as an arrow
121321! 123121:
Similarly, if we replace the sequence of edges by the following one
abcd  bacd  bcad  bcda  bdca  dbca  dcba;
then this replacement can be viewed as an arrow
123121! 123212:
Thus, if we start with a sequence of edges from abcd to dcba and iterate
this process going around the polytope until we come back to the original
sequence, then we obtain a sequence of arrows. For example, we obtain the
following one:
132312123212123121121321
212321
213231
213213 231213 232123 323123 321323
321232
312132
312312! ! ! !
"
"
"
#
#
#
    .
This is the algebraic form of a permutohedron, which we use in the next chap-
ter.
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Chapter 3
Type A
In this chapter we begin our study of this thesis. The Coxeter groups
of type A are the symmetric groups, and the related braid groups consist of
the usual braids.
3.1 Positive braids
In this section, we consider positive braids and show that every positive braid
has a unique factorization with respect to a given subset of f1; 2; :::; n  1g.
This is a variant of a result in [9].
For n  1, denote by B+n the monoid generated by n   1 generators
1; 2; :::; n 1 and the relations
ij = ji if ji  jj  2;
iji = jij if ji  jj = 1;
where i; j = 1; 2; :::; n  1. The elements of B+n are called positive braids on
n strings. Throughout this paper, e denotes the unit in B+n and l denotes
the length function on B+n .
Denition 3.1.1 For a positive braid P , an element i 2 f1; 2; :::; n   1g is
called a starting element of P if there exists Q 2 B+n such that P = iQ.
Similarly, an element i 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g is called a nishing element of P if
there exists Q 2 B+n such that P = Qi. For a positive braid P , we denote
by S(P ) the set of starting elements of P . Similarly, we denote by F (P ) the
set of nishing elements of P .
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Denition 3.1.2 A positive braid is called a positive permutation braid if
it can be drawn as a geometric braid in which every pair of strings crosses at
most once.
In other words, positive permutation braids are the image of the map  :
Sn ! B+n dened by (w) = i1i2 :::ir for some reduced expression w =
si1si2 :::sir in the symmetric group Sn.
For a subset J of f1; 2; :::; n  1g, let S+J be the set consisting of the unit
and all permutation braids generated by the set fi : i 2 Jg in B+n .
Denition 3.1.3 Set
i  j =
8><>:
i if i = j;
iji if ji  jj = 1;
ij if ji  jj  2:
We frequently use the following lemmas:
Lemma 3.1.1 For elements i; j in J and for A 2 S+J we have
i 62 S(A), iA 2 S+J ;
i; j 62 S(A), (i  j)A 2 S+J :
Proof. These follow from the Exchange Property of Coxeter groups and the
characterization of the permutation braids by the map  : Sn ! B+n above.
2
Lemma 3.1.2 If P = AB with P 2 S+J then we have A;B 2 S+J .
Proof. Straightforward. 2
We also use the following lemma of Garside [12].
Lemma 3.1.3 (Garside) Let P = P1i = P2j in B
+
n . Then P = P3(i j)
for some P3 in B
+
n .
Denition 3.1.4 Given a subset J of f1; 2; :::; n   1g, a factorization P =
AB with A;B 2 B+n is called J-weighted if B 2 S+J and F (A) \ J  S(B).
For X; Y in S+J , X is called a subfactor of Y if Y = QX for some Q.
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Proposition 3.1.1 With J above, every positive braid P has a unique J-
weighted factorization P = A1B1. If P = AB is another factorization with
B 2 S+J , B becomes a subfactor of B1.
Proof. We rst show the existence of a J-weighted factorization P = A1B1.
Consider all factorizations P = AB with B 2 S+J , and select one in which
l(B) is maximal. If F (A) \ J 6 S(B) then we can nd i 2 F (A) \ J with
i 62 S(B). Then we can write A = A0i for some A0, and by Lemma 3.1.1 iB
becomes an element of S+J . Set B
0 = iB. Then P = A0B0 with l(B0)  l(B),
which is a contradiction.
We now show that every other factorization P = AB with B 2 S+J
satises B1 = QB for some Q. Otherwise there exist factorizations
P = A0iC
with iC 2 S+J such that C is a subfactor of B1 but iC is not. Choose
such a factorization with largest possible length C, and write B1 = QC. If
Q = e then P = A0iB1 with iB1 2 S+J , which contradicts the maximality
of l(B1). Thus Q 6= e, and we can choose j 2 F (Q)\J to write Q = Q0j for
some Q0. Then P = A1B1 = A1Q0jC, and by setting A00 = A1Q0, we have
P = A00jC:
From the identity P = A0iC = A00jC, it follows that A0i = A00j, and by
Lemma 3.1.3, we have A0i = A000(i  j) for some A000 in B+n . As a result
we have
P = A000(i  j)C:
Since iC 2 S+J we have i 62 S(C). Also, since B1 = QC = Q0jC and
B1 2 S+j we have jC 2 S+J by Lemma 3.1.2, and hence j 62 S(C). Applying
Lemma 1 to these facts that i 62 S(C) and j 62 S(C), we have (ij)C 2 S+J .
Since B1 = QC = Q
0jC, jC is a subfactor of B1. On the other hand, iC
is not a subfactor of B1, so that i 6= j. Now suppose ji  jj  2. In this case,
we have
P = A000(i  j)C = A000ijC:
Since iC is not a subfactor of B1, jiC = ijC is not a subfactor of B1.
So the factor jC satises the condition of C in the factorization P = A
0iC
but l(jC)  l(C) + 1, which contradicts the maximality of the length of
l(C). We next consider the case ji  jj = 1. In this case, we have
P = A000(i  j)C = A000jijC:
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Since iC is not a subfactor of B1, jijC = ijiC is not a subfactor of
B1. Further, if ijC is a subfactor of B1, this factor satises the condition
above but l(ijC)  l(C) + 2, which contradicts the maximality of the
length of l(C). If ijC is not a subfactor of B1, the factor jC satises the
condition above but l(jC)  l(C) + 1, which contradicts the maximality of
the length of l(C). In each of these cases we have a contradiction, so the
claim is proved.
We next show the uniqueness of the factorization. Suppose that P = AB
is another J-weighted factorization. Then we can write B1 = QB with Q in
B+n . If Q = e then B1 = B, so we can assume Q 6= e. In this case we can
nd i 2 F (Q) \ J so that Q = Q0i for some Q0. Since B1 2 S+J , we have
iB 2 S+J and hence i 62 S(B). On the other hand, since i is an element of
F (Q) and the identity A = A1Q holds, i is an element of F (A) \ J . Thus
F (A) \ J 6 S(B), which is a contradiction. 2
3.2 Words and homotopies
In this section we consider homotopies between two words and prove the
main theorem in this chapter. Given a word f = i1:::ik in the free monoid
on f1; :::; n   1g, we set r(f) = i1 :::ik in B+n . Let  : B+n ! Sn be the
natural map from B+n to the symmetric group Sn. A word f = i1:::ik is
called reduced if k is minimal among all such expressions for   r(f) in Sn.
Two words f and g are called equivalent if r(f) = r(g). For distinct i and j
in f1; :::; n  1g, write
p(i; j) =
(
jij if ji  jj = 1;
ij if ji  jj  2:
An elementary homotopy is an alteration from a word of the form f1p(i; j)f2
to the word f1p(j; i)f2 where i; j 2 f1; :::; n  1g and f1, f2 are some words.
We denote by f ' g an elementary homotopy between f and g.
Two words are called homotopic if there exists a sequence of elementary
homotopies between them. Obviously, two words are equivalent if and only if
they are homotopic or identical. A self-homotopy is a sequence of elementary
homotopies beginning and ending with the same word. In particular, a cube
is a self-homotopy of the following form:
12
f1ijkf2 f1ikjf2 f1kijf2
f1jikf2 f1jkif2 f1kjif2
' '
'
' '
'
.
A prism is a self-homotopy of the following form:
f1jijkf2 f1jikjf2 f1jkijf2 f1kjijf2
f1ijikf2 f1ijkif2 f1ikjif2 f1kijif2
' ' '
'
' ' '
'
.
A permutohedron is a self-homotopy of the following form:
f1ikjkijf2f1ijkjijf2f1ijkijif2f1ijikjif2
f1jijkjif2
f1jikjkif2
f1jkijkif2 f1jkijikf2 f1jkjijkf2 f1kjkijkf2 f1kjikjkf2
f1kjijkjf2
f1kijikjf2
f1ikjikjf2' ' ' '
'
'
'
'
'
'
' ' ' ' .
A self-homotopy is inessential if it is of the form
f = f0 ' f1 ' ::: ' fk 1 ' fk ' fk 1 ' :::: ' f1 ' f0 = f ;
or if it is of the form
f1p(i; j)f2p(k; l)f3 f1p(j; i)f2p(k; l)f3
f1p(i; j)f2p(l; k)f3 f1p(j; i)f2p(l; k)f3 .
'
'
' '
Given a word f , let H(f) denote the graph whose vertices are words ho-
motopic to f and whose edges are elementary homotopies. A self-homotopy
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is a circuit in this graph. We shall say that a circuit  in a graph decomposed
in two circuits 12 and 
 1
2 3 if  = 13. In the context of Coxeter groups,
Tits [18] proved that every self-homotopy decomposes into self-homotopies
each of which is inessential or lies in a rank 3 residue.
The main result of this chapter is the following
Theorem 3.2.1 Every self-homotopy decomposes into self-homotopies each
of which is inessential, a cube, a prism or a permutohedron.
Proof. We consider everything modulo inessential self-homotopies of the
rst type, and use induction on the length of the words appearing in a
self-homotopy. If all the vertices in a self-homotopy end in i for some i,
then we can use the induction hypothesis to conclude that the self-homotopy
decomposes as required. Otherwise, we can nd a sequence of elementary
homotopies of the form
fi ' f 0j ' :::j ' ::::::::: ' :::j ' g0j ' gk;
where i; j; k 2 f1; 2; :::; n   1g with i 6= j, j 6= k, and f; f 0; g; g0 are some
words. Let w = r(fi) = r(gk) in B+n . By applying Proposition 3.1.1 to
w and J = fi; j; kg we obtain a unique factorization w = w1w2 such that
w2 has maximal length in S
+
J . Choose words h and h
0 so that r(h) = w1
and r(h0) = w2. The word h0 can be chosen to be reduced and to end in
i; j or k. Since S+J can be identied with the symmetric group generated
by f(i); i 2 Jg, we can apply a technique used in [17] to see that there
are suitable words hk; hi; hj such that h
0 becomes hkp(j; i), hip(j; k), and
hjp(k; i). This means, in particular, that fi is homotopic to hhkp(j; i). The
word fi can be written as fi = 'p(j; i) with a word ', and we can take
as a sequence of elementary homotopies from fi to hhkp(j; i) a sequence
which increases the length of reduced words containing p(j; i). Thus, we
have a sequence of elementary homotopies from ' to hhk so that the original
sequence from fi to hhkp(j; i) is obtained from the sequence by putting p(j; i)
to all the vertices in the sequence. The word gk is homotopic to hhip(j; k)
with the word h used in common with fi. As a result, we obtain a circuit of
the following form:
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.......
.......
......
.......
.......
......
fi all end in j
A B C
D
hhkp(j; i) hhkp(i; j) all end in j
all end in i hhjp(k; i) hhjp(i; k)
f 0j g0j gk. . .
. . .
. . . . . .
. . .
. . . hhip(k; j) hhip(j; k)
' '
' '
'
all
end
in i
all
end
in j
all
end
in j
all
end
in k
all end in k
In the circuit A, fi = 'p(j; i) and f 0j = 'p(i; j), and we can use the sequence
from ' to hhk to obtain a sequence from f
0j to hhkp(i; j). Hence the circuit
A decomposes into inessential ones. The same is true for the circuit C. In
the circuit B, all the vertices end in j, so we can use the induction hypoth-
esis to conclude that B decomposes as required. If i = k then D reduces to
a point modulo inessential self-homotopies of the rst type. If ji   jj  2,
jj kj  2, and jk  ij  2, then D becomes a cube. If fi; j; kg = fa; a+1; bg
for some a; b with b  a  2 or b  a + 3, then D becomes a prism. Finally
if fi; j; kg = fa; a+ 1; a+ 2g for some a, then D becomes a permutohedron.
Besides, all the vertices in the altered sequence end in i or k, so we can repeat
this process until we obtain a circuit whose all vertices end in i for some i.
This completes the proof. 2
Remark. The proof above owes a lot to the idea of Ronan [17] (Theorem
2.17). However, the key point is that the (minimum) self-homotopy contain-
ing all the maximal reduced words on the set fi; j; kg becomes what we called
a cube, a prism or a permutohedron depending on the value of fi; j; kg, which
I found by my direct inspection!
3.3 Examples
In this section we illustrate by examples how the theorem holds. The next
example shows a case where i = 5, j = 4, k = 3, h = 44 and h0 =
543545; 543454; 345343, etc.
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fi = 54553545
54553454
54535454
54355454
54354544
54345444
53435444
35453444
34543444
34534344
34533434
34533343gk =
45453545
4343534334335343
= hh4p(3; 5)
= hh4p(5; 3)
= hh3p(4; 5)44543545
44545345
44454345
44453435
44435435
44435453
44434543
44343543
44345343 = hh5p(4; 3)
A
B
C
D
45453454
44543454
44534354
44354534
44345434
43435434
34335434
PP
P
PP
P








@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this case, we obtain a permutohedron in D. The next is a case where i = 5,
j = 3, k = 2, h = 5 and h0 = 3235; 3253; 3523, etc.
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53235 = hh2p(3; 5)fi = 32535
32553
35253
53253
53523
55323
55232gk =
35235
52532
52325 = hh3p(2; 5)
52352 = hh3p(5; 2)
A
D









In this case, we obtain a prism in D. We hope these examples convince the
reader that the theorem is true.
The theorem itself does not require any knowledge of college
math nor high school math. It's almost a puzzle. That's why
I like this theorem. That's why I chose this as my thesis. This
theorem reminds me the summer of 1979 when I was fourteen and
mathematics was only a game!
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Chapter 4
Type B
In this chapter, we consider Coxeter groups of type B and the related
braid monoids.
4.1 Coxeter groups of type B
For the Coxeter graph of type Bn, we label the vertices as follows:
  c1 c2 c3 cn 4Bn
Then the Coxeter group of type Bn is dened by n generators c1; c2; :::; cn
and the relations8>>><>>>:
c2i = e;
cicj = cjci if ji  jj  2;
cicjcicj = cjcicjci if fi; jg = f1; 2g;
cicjci = cjcicj if fi; jg = fa; a+ 1g for some 2  a  n  1;
where i; j = 1; 2; :::; n. The corresponding braid monoid of type Bn should
be dened by n generators 1; 2; :::; n and the relations8><>:
ij = ji if ji  jj  2;
ijij = jiji if fi; jg = f1; 2g;
iji = jij if fi; jg = fa; a+ 1g for some 2  a  n  1;
where i; j = 1; 2; :::; n.
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4.2 Homotopies of type B
In this section, we consider homotopies between two words with respect to
the relations described in the previous section.
In Chapter 2, we have seen the Coxeterhedron of type PB3. This poly-
tope is also known as the rhombitruncated cuboctahedron in the literature,
which belongs to Archimedean polytopes. If we appropriately interpret each
sequence of edges as a word, the Coxeterhedron becomes the following dia-
gram:
f312312132g
f312132312g
f312123212g
f321213212g
f321231212g
f321232121g
f321323121g
f323123121g
f232123121g
f232121321g
f231212321g
f231213231g
f132312132g f123212132g
f123121232g
f123121323g
f121323123g
f121232123g
f212132123g
f212312123g
f212321213g
f212321231gf213231231g
where f and g are some words. We call this a Coxeterhedron of type B. In or-
der to state an analog of Theorem 3.2.1, we need one other kind of polytope,
19
which we call a prism of type B:
f1212kg
f121k2g
f12k12g
f1k212g
fk1212g
f2121kg
f212k1g
f21k21g
f2k121g
fk2121g
where k  4 and f; g are some words.
The following theorem is a complete analogy with Theorem 3.2.1
Theorem 4.2.1 With the obvious sense of inessential self-homotopies for
this setting, every self-homotopy decomposes into self-homotopies each of
which is inessential, a cube, a prism, a prism of type B, a permutohedron or
a Coxeterhedron of type B.
Proof. One can easily modify the denitions of S+J and i j so that all the
lemmas in Chapter 3 and Proposition 3.1.1 are valid for the braid monoids
corresponding to nite Coxeter groups of type B. Hence the result follows.
2
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Chapter 5
Type D
In this chapter, we consider Coxeter groups of type D and the related
braid monoids.
5.1 Coxeter groups of type D
For the Coxeter graph of type Dn, we label the vertices as follows:
  
HH
Dn
c1
c2
c3 c4 cn
Then the Coxeter group of type Dn is dened by n generators c1; c2; :::; cn
and the relations8><>:
c2i = e;
cicj = cjci if ci and cj are not connected;
cicjci = cjcicj if ci and cj are connected;
where i; j = 1; 2; :::; n. The corresponding braid monoid of type Dn should
be dened by n generators 1; 2; :::; n and the relations(
ij = ji if ci and cj are not connected;
iji = jij if ci and cj are connected;
where i; j = 1; 2; :::; n.
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5.2 Homotopies of type D
In Chapter 2, we have seen the Coxeterhedron of type PD3. If we appropri-
ately interpret each sequence of edges as a word, the Coxeterhedron becomes
the following diagram
f132131gf132312gf123213gf123123g
f213123g
f231323g
f231232g f232132g f323132g f321312g f321321g
f312321g
f313231g
f131231g
.
This self-homotopy belongs to permutohedra which we dened in Chapter
3. Similarly, a permutohedron constructed from J = f1; 3; 4g can happen
here, but it is also included in our permutohedra. In addition, the following
self-homotopy
f131kg
f13k1g
f1k31g
fk131g
f313kg
f31k3g
f3k13g
fk313g
arises here for each k  5 and for words f , g. But this is also included in our
prisms dened in chapter 3. These results follow since the local structure of
the Coxeter graphs of type D is the same as that of the graphs of type A.
Thus, we have the following analog of Theorem 3.2.1.
Theorem 5.2.1 Every self-homotopy decomposes into self-homotopies each
of which is inessential, a cube, a prism or a permutohedron.
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Chapter 6
Type E and F
In this chapter, we briey servey the Coxeter groups of type E and F .
Of course, one can dene the Coxeter groups of types E6; E7; E8 and the
related braid monoids. However, the local structure of the Coxeter graphs of
these is the same as that of the graphs of type D. Hence, new polytopes do
not arise here. The same is true for the Coxeter group of type F4; the local
structure of the Coxeter graph of type F4 is the same as that of the graphs
of type B.
Instead, we record here a Gosett polytope just for fun!
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Chapter 7
Type H
In this chapter, we consider Coxeter groups of type H and the related
braid monoids.
7.1 Coxeter groups of type H
For n = 3 or 4, we label the vertices of the Coxeter graph of type Hn as
follows:
c1 c2 c3 5H3 ,
c1 c2 c3 c4 5H4
Then, the Coxeter group of type Hn is dened by n generators c1; c2; :::; cn
and the relations8>>><>>>:
c2i = e;
cicj = cjci if ji  jj  2;
cicjcicjci = cjcicjcicj if fi; jg = f1; 2g;
cicjci = cjcicj if fi; jg = fa; a+ 1g for some 2  a  n  1;
where i; j = 1; 2; :::; n. The corresponding braid monoid of type Hn should
be dened by n generators 1; 2; :::; n and the relations8><>:
ij = ji if ji  jj  2;
ijiji = jijij if fi; jg = f1; 2g;
iji = jij if fi; jg = fa; a+ 1g for some 2  a  n  1;
where i; j = 1; 2; :::; n.
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7.2 Homotopies of type H
In this section, we consider homotopies between two words with respect to
the relations described in the previous section. If we consider the case of H4,
the following self-homotopy will appear.
f121214g
f121241g
f121421g
f124121g
f142121g
f412121g
f212124g
f212142g
f212412g
f214212g
f241212g
f421212g
We call this self-homotopy a prism of type H. The following is the Coxeter-
hedron of type H, which contains twelve 10-gons, twenty 6-gons, and thirty
4-gons:
With some words f and g, we can give an algebraic description of this
polytope as follows:
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f123123123121232g
f123121323121232g
f123121232121232g
f123121231212132g
f123121213212132g
f123212123212132g
f123212132312132g
f123212132132312g
f123212132123212g
f132312132123212g
f132132312123212g
f132123212123212g
f132123121213212g
f312121321231212g
f321212321231212g
f321213231231212g
f321213213231212g
f321213212321212g
f321213212312121g
f321231212132121g
f321232121232121g
f321323121232121g
f323121321232121g f232121321232121g
f123123123121323g f123123121323123g
f121323121232123g
f121232121232123g
f121231212132123g
f121213212132123g
f212123212132123g
f212132312132123g
f212132132312123g
f212132123212123g
f212132123121213g
f212312121321213g
f212321212321213g
f212321213231213g
f212321213213231g
f212321213212321g
f213231213212321g
f213213231212321g
f213212321212321g
f213212312121321g
f231212132121321g
f232121232121321g
f232121323121321g
f232121321323121g
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Finally, we state here the type H analog of Theorem 3.2.1.
Theorem 7.2.1 With the obvious sense of inessential self-homotopies for
this case, every self-homotopy decomposes into self-homotopies each of which
is inessential, a prism, a prism of type H, a permutohedron or a Coxeterhe-
dron of type H.
Remark. Notice that cubes are not needed here. Further, if we consider the
case of type H3, all we need will be inessential self-homotopies and Coxeter-
hedra of type H.
A few words are in order for the case of I2(m). Since there are only
two generators, every self-homotopy becomes inessential. This is totally sans
intere^t!
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Chapter 8
Coherence for braided Gray
monoids
Coherence theorems play an important role in category theory. The rst
example is the work of Stashe and Mac Lane which asserts that all diagrams
commute in certain monoidal categories. Joyal and Street [14] generalized
the coherence theorem to braided monoidal categories C, which asserts that
certain diagrams built from braiding morphisms A 
 B ! B 
 A commute
in C.
In this chapter, we consider a 2-categorical version of the result of Joyal
and Street. For any braided Gray monoid B we exhibit our strategy to
prove that certain diagrams commute in the 2-categorical sense. The no-
tion of braiding for a Gray monoid was rst introduced in Kapranov and
Voevodsky's paper [15], and they showed that a braiding on a Gray monoid
K leads to a Zamolodchikov system in K. In this paper we use the mod-
ied version of it, which is due to Baez and Neuchl [3]. In fact, we as-
sume that the 2-morphisms S+ and S , which arise from the Yang-Baxter
hexagons to be equal. For our purpose, the assumption is necessary because
the equality can be viewed as a special case of our theorem. To formu-
late this, we introduce a notion of a braiding quiver Qn, whose vertices are
words of the form 1:::n for some  2 Sn. An arrow 1:::n ! 1:::n
in Qn exists i 1:::n = 1:::i 1j+1:::ki:::jk+1:::n for some integers
1  i  j < k  n. Then it is easy to see an object (A1; :::; An) 2 B :::B
and a braiding quiver induce a certain diagram in B. In particular, if the
quiver is closed, we call such a diagram a braiding diagram. For an ob-
ject (A1; :::; An), our theorem asserts that a closed braiding quiver induces a
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unique 2-morphism  : f1f2:::fl ) g1g2:::gm in B if the composites f1f2:::fl
and g1g2:::gm correspond to the same braid. The existence of such a 2-
morphism is an easy consequence of the coherence theorem of Joyal and
Street. Hence the novelty is in the uniqueness theorem.
8.1 Gray monoids and braided Gray monoids
We begin by recalling from [2], [3], [7], [15] the denition of a Gray monoid.
Denition 8.1.1 A Gray monoid consists of a 2-category G together with:
(A) an object I 2 G, called a unit object,
(B) a 2-functor  
? : G
GG ! G,
such that the following equations hold:
 
 (? 
 !) = ( 
 ?) 
 !;
I 
  =  ;
 
 I =  :
In this denition, 
G is the pseudo-version of the Gray tensor product of
2-categories [7].
Next we proceed to dene a braiding on a Gray monoid, following Crans
[6].
Denition 8.1.2 A braiding for a Gray monoid K consists of the following
data:
(A) A pseudonatural equivalence R : 
 ) 
op,
(B) Two invertible modications R j ;  and R ; j  giving for any objects
A;B;C 2 K the 2-isomorphisms
ABC BCA
BAC
*RAjB;C B 
RA;CRA;B 
 C
RA;B
C-
@
@@R  
  
ABC CAB
ACBand
*RA;BjC RA;C 
BA
RB;C
RA
B;C-
@
@@R  
  
These data must satisfy the following conditions.
(1) For any objects X1; X2; X3; Y the tetrahedron
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X1X2X3Y X1Y X2X3
X1X2Y X3
Y X1X2X3
( (
*
*
RX1X2;X3jY RX1;X2jY 
X3
X1 
RX2;X3jY
RX1;X2X3jY @
@
@
@@I
 
 
 
  
-
HHHHj 
*
6
is commutative.
(2) For any objects X1; X2; Y1; Y2 the polytope
X1Y1X2Y2
X1Y1Y2X2
X1X2Y1Y2
Y1X1Y2X2
Y1Y2X1X2
Y1X1X2Y2

RX1;Y1 ;RX2;Y2
+ +
RX1X2jY1;Y2+
+
+
+
RX1;X2jY1 
 Y2 Y1 
RX1;X2jY2
RX1;X2j;Y1Y2
X1 
RX2jY1;Y2 +
RX1jY1;Y2 
X2
P
Pq 
















1
 
  


 *

PPPPq
J
JJ^
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
AU
@
@@R
is commutative.
(3) For any objects X; Y1; Y2; Y3 the tetrahedron
XY1Y2Y3 Y1Y2XY3
Y1XY2Y3
Y1Y2Y3X
( (
*
*
RXjY1;Y2Y3 Y1 
RXjY2;Y3
RXjY1;Y2 
 Y3
RXjY1Y2;Y3 @
@
@
@@I
 
 
 
  
-
HHHHj 
*
6
is commutative.
(4) For any objects A;B;C the following 2-morphisms S+ and S  coin-
cide:
+RAjB;C
+R 1A;RB;C +R 1AjC;B
S+=ABC CBA;
BAC BCA
ACB CAB
  
@@R
-
-
@@R
  


1


1
+RRA;B ;C
+R 1A;BjC
+RB;AjC
S  =ABC CBA
BAC BCA
ACB CAB
  
@@R
-
-
@@R
  
PPPPPPq
PPPPPPq
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(5) The data R ; , R j ;  and R ; j  are the identity whenever one of
the objects is the unit object I.
Throughout the following, we denote by B a braided Gray monoid. Next, we
introduce a notion of a braiding quiver Qn for an integer n. The vertices of the
quiver Qn are words of the form 1:::n where  2 Sn. An arrow 1:::n !
1:::n exists i 1:::n = 1:::i 1j+1:::ki:::jk+1:::n for some integers
1  i  j < k  n. To an arrow 1:::n ! 1:::i 1j+1:::ki:::jk+1:::n
in Qn, we can associate the following braid:
1 i j j + 1 k n
1 j + 1 k i j n
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
More generally, any path in Qn induces a composition of the corresponding
braids. The same procedure applies to a braided monoidal category C and a
braided Gray monoid B. For example, x an object (A1; :::; An) 2 B  B 
:::B. Then to a vertex 1:::n in the quiver, we assign the object A1 :::An
in B. To an arrow 1:::n ! 1:::i 1j+1:::ki:::jk+1:::n in the quiver
we associate the 1-morphism A1 :::Ai 1 
 RAi :::Aj ;Aj+1 :::Ak 
 Ak+1 :::An
in B. Thus, this construction may be thought of as a representation of the
quiver in B.
The braiding quiver Qn is called closed if it has the following form:
f1
g1
fl
gm
 
  
@
@@R
-
-
-
-
-
-
@
@@R
 
  
We denote this by Qn(f1; f2; :::; fl j g1; g2; :::; gm). Applying the above proce-
dure, we obtain a diagram of the form
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I J
X1 X2 Xl 1
Y1 Y2 Ym 1
f1
g1
fl
gm
  
@@R
-
-
-
-
-
-
@@R
  
which we denote (A1; :::An; f1; f2; :::; fl j g1; g2; :::; gm) and call a braiding di-
agram.
Note that when we speak about a braiding diagram, it always means a
pair of a closed braiding quiver and the corresponding diagram in B. So when
we say that a braiding diagram is closed, it means that the corresponding
braiding quiver is closed.
For a closed braiding quiver Qn(f1; f2; :::; fl j g1; g2; :::; gm), the coherence
theorem of Joyal and Street [14] implies that if the two braids corresponding
to the paths f1f2:::fl and g1g2:::gm coincide, then it can be decomposed into
several closed braiding quivers such that the corresponding diagrams in a
braided monoidal category becomes commutative by the assumption on data.
We call such a decomposition a pasting scheme. It is easy to see that such a
pasting scheme yields a unique pasting of 2-morphisms f1f2:::fl ) g1g2:::gm
in B. In fact, the following three types of 2-morphisms will be used in the
pasting.
First, let R(A1; :::; An) be the set of 2-morphisms of the forms
A1 :::Ai 1 
RAi :::Aj 1 ;Aj :::Ak 1 jAk :::Al 
 Al+1 :::An
for some integers 1  i < j < k  l  n or
A1 :::Ai 1 
RAi :::Aj jAj+1 :::Ak ;Ak+1 :::Al 
 Al+1 :::An
for some integers 1  i  j < k < l  n. Let R 1(A1; :::; An) be the set
of 2-morphisms obtained from the ones in R(A1; :::; An) by replacing R by
R 1. The notation ~R(A1; :::; An) stands for the union of R(A1; :::; An) and
R 1(A1; :::; An). Sometimes we write R for a 2-morphism in ~R(A1; :::; An).
Second, we dene 
(A1; :::; An) to be the set of 2-morphisms of the form
A1 :::Ai 1

RAi :::Aj ;Aj+1 :::Ak ;Ak+1 :::Al 1
RAl :::Am;Am+1 :::Ah

Ah+1 :::An
for some integers 1  i  j < k < l  m < h  n. As in the case
above ~
(A1; :::; An) denotes the union of 
(A1; :::; An) and 
 1(A1; :::; An).
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For short we write 
 for a 2-morphism in ~
(A1; :::; An). Third, we dene
Rf (A1; :::; An) to be the set of 2-morphisms of the form A 
 Rf;B 
 C with
A = A1 :::Ai 1 , B = Am+1 :::As , C = As+1 :::An , and
f = Ai :::Aj 1 
RAj :::Ak ;Ak+1 :::Al 
 Al+1 :::Am ;
for some integers 1  i  j  k < l  m < s  n or of the form A
RB;f
C
with A = A1 :::Ai 1 , B = Ai :::Aj 1 , C = As+1 :::An , and
f = Aj :::Ak 
RAk+1 :::Al ;Al+1 :::Am 
 Am+1 :::As
for some integers 1  i < j  k < l < m  s  n. Let ~Rf (A1; :::; An) be the
union of Rf (A1; :::; An) and R
 1
f (A1; :::; An). We write Rf for a 2-morphism
in ~Rf (A1; :::; An).
Denition 8.1.3 For a braiding diagram (A1; :::An; f1; f2; :::; fl j g1; g2; :::; gm)
a 2-morphism  : f1f2:::fl ) g1g2:::gm is called canonical if it is dened by
using a pasting scheme and 2-morphisms of the forms above.
The goal of this chapter is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1.1 Let Qn(f1; f2; :::; fl j g1; g2; :::; gm) be a closed braiding quiver
such that the composites f1f2:::fl and g1g2:::gm correspond to the same braid.
Then for a braiding diagram (A1; :::An; f1; f2; :::; fl j g1; g2; :::; gm) there exists
a unique canonical 2-morphism  : f1f2:::fl ) g1g2:::gm in B.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to the study of uniqueness theorem.
For an object (A1; :::; An) 2 B  B  :::  B, let B(A1; :::; An) be the set of
1-morphisms in B which have the form A1 :::Ai 1 
 RAi :::Aj ;Aj+1 :::Ak 

Ak+1 :::An for some integers 1  i  j < k  n and  2 Sn, the symmetric
group.
A 1-morphism in B(A1; :::; An) is called elementary if the 1-morphism has
the form
A1 :::Ai 1 
RAi ;Ai+1 
 Ai+2 :::An
for some integer 1  i  n  1.
Denition 8.1.4 A braiding diagram (A1; :::An; f1; f2; :::; fl j g1; g2; :::; gm)
is called elementary if all the 1-morphisms in the diagram are elementary.
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Denition 8.1.5 A braiding diagram (A1; :::An; f1; f2; :::; fl j g1; g2; :::; gm)
is called a shue diagram if there exist integers p and q such that p+ q = n
and such that the vertices in the corresponding quiver become (p; q)-shues.
Denition 8.1.6 A braiding diagram (A1; :::; An; f1; f2; :::; fl j g1; g2; :::; gm)
is called fundamental if it has the form (A1; :::; An; h0  h1  :::  hk j 1 j g)
with
g = A1 :::Ai 1 
RAi :::Aj ;Aj+1 :::Ak 
 Ak+1 :::An ;
hl = (fj;j+l+1; fj 1;j+l+1; fj 2;j+l+1; :::fi;j+l+1)
for some integers 1  i  j < k  n and 0  l  k   j   1 where
fj m;j+l+1 = A1 :::Ai 1Aj+1 :::Aj+lAi :::Aj m 1
RAj m ;Aj+l+1

Aj m+1 :::AjAj+l+2 :::AkAk+1 :::An
for 0  m  j   i. In the denition above the notation hi  hj denotes the
concatenation of two sequences hi and hj.
For example, the following diagram
RA;B 
 C
A
RB;C
RB;C 
 A
C 
RA;B
B 
RA;C
RA;C 
B
ABC CBA
BAC BCA
ACB CAB
  
@@R
-
-
@@R
  
is an elementary braiding diagram, and we have the 2-morphism S+ = S  :
(RA;B
C)(B
RA;C)(RB;C
A)) (A
RB;C)(RA;C
B)(C
RA;B), which
we denote by S(A;B;C). More generally, we dene S(A1; :::; An) to be the
set of 2-morphisms of the form
A1 :::Ai 1 
 S(Ai ; Ai+1 ; Ai+2)
 Ai+3 :::An
for some integers 1  i  n 2. Let ~S(A1; :::; An) be the union of S(A1; :::; An)
and S 1(A1; :::; An) as above. We write S for a 2-morphism in ~S(A1; :::; An).
Denition 8.1.7 Let (A1; :::An; f1; f2; :::; fl j g1; g2; :::; gm) be an elementary
braiding diagram. Then a canonical 2-morphism f1f2:::fl ) g1g2:::gm is
called elementary if it is dened as a pasting of 2-morphisms in ~
(A1; :::; An)
and ~S(A1; :::; An) such that the 1-morphisms surrounding the 2-morphisms
are elementary.
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Denition 8.1.8 In the setting of Denition 8.1.5, a canonical 2-morphism
f1f2:::fl ) g1g2:::gm is called a shue composite if it is dened as a pasting
of 2-morphisms in ~R(A1; :::; An). In particular, if the braiding diagram is a
fundamental diagram and a canonical 2-morphism is given by pasting of 2-
morphisms in R(A1; :::; An), then a shue composite is called a fundamental
composite . We write the set of fundamental composites as F (A1; :::; An).
Remark. For fundamental composites, 2-morphisms in R 1(A1; :::; An) are
not used.
Denition 8.1.9 In the setting above, a canonical 2-morphism f1f2:::fl )
g1g2:::gm is called a standard composite if it is dened as a pasting of the
form  11  :::   1s  
  1  :::  t where i; j 2 F (A1; :::; An) and 
 is an
elementary composite.
For example, the following pasting
ABCDE CABDE CBADE
CBAED
CBEADBCADE BCEAD
BCAED
ACBDE
BACDE
+R
+R
+R
+ S
+ 

+ 

?
?
HHHjA
A
A
A
A
AU
? 













3



1 
  	
- -
- -

*
  	


3
is a standard composite. Our proof of the uniqueness theorem consists of the
following three steps:
Step 1. The 2-morphism  in the theorem can be expressed as a certain
standard composite.
Step 2. Let (A1:::; An; f1; f2; :::; fm j f) be a fundamental diagram, and
let  and  be fundamental composites of the form f1f2:::fm ) f . Then the
2-morphism  coincides with .
Step 3. Let (A1; :::; An; f1; f2; :::; fl j g1; g2; :::; gm) be an elementary di-
agram, and let  and  be elementary composites of the form f1f2:::fl )
g1g2:::gm. Then the 2-morphism  coincides with .
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8.2 Step 2
In this section, we consider Step 2.
Lemma 8.2.1 Let  and  be fundamental composites of the form below
f3f2
f1 fn
AB1B2:::Bn
B1B2:::ABn
B1B2:::BnA
B1AB2:::Bn
+
B1B2A:::Bn- - -
-
 
 
  @
@
@R
where fi = B1:::Bi 1
RA;Bi
Bi+1:::Bn for 1  i  n. Then the 2-morphism
 coincides with .
Proof. We give a proof by induction on n. When n = 3, the following two
pastings coincide by the braiding condition (3) for a braided Gray monoid.
B1B2AB3
AB1B2B3 B1B2B3A
B1AB2B3
+RAjB1;B2 
B3 +RAjB1B2;B3
-
-



*
 
 
  @
@
@R
B1B2AB3
AB1B2B3 B1B2B3A
B1AB2B3
+RAjB1;B2B3 + B1 
RAjB2;B3
-
-
HHHHHHHHj 
 
  @
@
@R
Next we assume that the statement is true for n  r. For n = r + 1, we can
nd an integer t; 1  t  n  1, such that the 2-morphism  has the form
ft+1f2
f1 fn
AB1B2:::Bn
B1B2:::ABn
B1B2:::BnA
B1AB2:::Bn
+RAjB1:::Bt;Bt+1:::Bn
+  + 
B1B2:::BtABt+1:::Bn- -
-
PPPPPPPPPPq



1
 
 
  @
@
@R
where  and  are fundamental composites. Then by the assumption of in-
duction, the 2-morphisms  and  can be assumed to have the forms
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f3f2
f1 ft
AB1B2:::Bn
B1B2:::ABtBt+1:::Bn
B1B2:::BtABt+1:::BnA
B1AB2:::Bn
+ i
B1B2A:::Bn- - -
+ 1 + 2 + t 1




:




1



*
-
 
 
  @
@
@R
and
ft+2
ft+1 fn
B1:::BtABt+1:::Bn
B1B2:::ABn
B1B2:::BnA
B1:::BtBt+1A:::Bn
+ i
- - -
+ 1 + 2 + n 1
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXz
PPPPPPPPPPq
HHHHHHHj
-
 
 
  @
@
@R
where i = RAjB1:::Bi;Bi+1 
 Bi+2:::Bn and i = B1:::Bi 1 
 RAjBi;Bi+1:::Bn for
1  i  t   1. Recall that we have already seen that the following two
pastings
B1B2:::BtBt+1A:::Bn
AB1B2:::Bn B1B2:::BnA
B1B2:::BtABt+1:::Bn
+ ' +  
-
-



*
 
 
  @
@
@R
and
B1B2:::BtBt+1A:::Bn
AB1B2:::Bn B1B2:::BnA
B1B2:::BtABt+1:::Bn
+  + 
-
-
HHHHHHHHj 
 
  @
@
@R
coincide, where ' = RAjB1:::Bt;Bt+1 
 Bt+2:::Bn,  = RAjB1:::BtBt+1;Bt+2:::Bn ,
 = RAjB1:::Bt;Bt+1:::Bn ,  = B1:::Bt 
 RAjBt+1;Bt+2:::Bn . Applying the same
method to the rest of 2-morphisms in , we see the result follows. 2
The same is true for fundamental composites ;  : h1h2:::hn ) h with
h = RB1::::Bn;A and hi = B1:::Bn i 
RBn i+1;A 
Bn i+2:::Bn for 1  i  n.
To complete Step 2, we give the following denition:
Denition 8.2.1 Starting with an object (A1; :::; An) 2 B  :::  B, let F
be a shue diagram. In particular, if F has the form
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f2
f1 fl
A1 :::Ai 1Ai :::AkAk+1 :::An
A1 :::Ai 1Ak+1 :::Ak+l 1Ai :::AkAk+l :::An
A1 :::Ai 1Ak+1 :::Ak+lAi :::AkAk+l+1 :::An
A1 :::Ai lAk+1Ai :::AkAk+2 :::An
A1 :::Ai lAk+1Ak+2Ai :::AkAk+3 :::AnPPq

3 QQs
-
 
  @
@R
for some integers 1  i  k  n   2 and 2  l satisfying k + l  n
with fj = A1 :::Ai 1 
 Ak+1 :::Ak+j 1 
 RAi :::Ak ;Ak+j 
 Ak+j+1 :::An for
1  j  l, or
h2
h1 hl
A1 :::Ai 1Ai :::AkAk+1 :::An
A1 :::Ai lAi :::AkAi l+1 :::Ai 1Ak+1 :::An
A1 :::Ai l 1Ai :::AkAi l :::Ai 1Ak+1 :::An
A1 :::Ai 2Ai :::AkAi 1Ak+1 :::An
A1 :::Ai 3Ai :::AkAi 2Ai 1Ak+1 :::AnPPq

3 QQs
-
 
  @
@R
for some integers 1  i  k  n   2 and 2  l satisfying 1  i   l with
hj = A1 :::Ai j 1
RAi j ;Ai :::Ak 
Ai j+1 :::Ai 1Ak+1 :::An for 1  j  l,
then we call F an Ai :::Ak-shue diagram. In the same setting, a canon-
ical 2-morphism  is called an Ai :::Ak-composite if it is a pasting of 2-
morphisms in R(A1 ; ::; Ai :::Ak ; :::An) and it lls an Ai :::Ak-shue dia-
gram.
Proposition 8.2.1 Let (A1; :::; An; f1; f2; :::; fm j f) be a fundamental dia-
gram. If  and  are two fundamental composites of the form f1f2:::fm ) f ,
then  coincides with .
Proof. We can nd some integers 1  i  j < k  n such that the 1-
morphism f becomes A1 :::Ai 1
RAi :::Aj ;Aj+1 :::Ak
Ak+1 :::An . Then the
fundamental composites  and  must be pastings of Aj+1-composite, Aj+2-
composite,..., Ak-composite and Ai :::Aj -composite. This means that the
Ai :::Aj -composites are used in common with  and , and the rest part
redcuces to the forms treated in Lemma 8.2.1. We can also apply Lemma
8.2.1 to the Ai :::Aj -composites by regarding Ai :::Aj as A. Hence the
result follows. 2
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8.3 Step 1
In this section we consider Step 1.
Proposition 8.3.1 Any 2-morphism  in the theorem can be expressed as
a certain standard composite.
We start with the following lemma.
Lemma 8.3.1 Any 2-morphism of the form 
 can be expressed as a standard
composite.
Proof. Consider the 2-morphism 
f;g with f = C 
 RA1:::Ai;Ai+1:::Am and
g = D
RB1:::Bj ;Bj+1:::Bn 
E. Then by the denition of a Gray monoid, this
2-morphism can be expressed as follows:
CA1:::AiAi+1:::AmDB1:::BjBj+1:::BnE
CA1:::AiAi+1:::AmDBj+1:::BnB1:::BjE
CAi+1:::AmA1:::AiDB1:::BjBj+1:::BnE
DAi+1:::AmA1:::AiDBj+1:::BnB1:::BjE
P1 Pk Pk+1 Pm i 1- - -
Q1 Qk Qk+1 Qm i 1- - -
+ 
+ 
+ 
0 + 
k + 
m i 1
-
-
? ?
? ? ? ?
@
@R  
 
 
  @@R
where  and  are shue composites and
Pk = CAi+1:::Ai+kA1:::AiAi+k+1:::AmDB1:::BjBj+1:::BnE,
Qk = CAi+1:::Ai+kA1:::AiAi+k+1:::AmDBj+1:::BnB1:::BjE.
To prove the assertion we use induction on m and n. First we x n to be 2. If
m = 2, the original 2-morphism is elementary. For a general m, we see that
each 
k has a smaller m than the original 2-morphism, so that by induction
on m each 2-morphism 
k can be expressed as a standard composite. Also,
the shue composite  and  can be expressed as standard composites by the
rst part of the next lemma. If we take the pasting of all the above standard
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composites, the fundamental composites and the inverses of fundamental
composites inside the diagram cancel, so that we obtain another standard
composite. For a general n one can apply the same technique since each 
k
has a similar decomposition. Hence the result follows from the next lemma.
2
We now consider 2-morphisms of the form R.
Lemma 8.3.2 Any 2-morphism of the form R can be expressed as a standard
composite.
Proof. Consider the 2-morphism RA1:::AmjB1:::Bi;Bi+1:::Bn for some integer 1 
m, 1 < n and 1  i < n. We wish to show that this 2-morphism is expressed
as the following standard composite:
B1B2A1:::Am:::Bn
B1A1:::AmB2:::Bn
A1:::AmB1:::Bn B1:::BnA1:::Am
B1:::BiA1:::AmBi+1:::Bn
B1:::Bi 1A1:::AmBi:::Bn
B1:::Bn 1A1:::AmBn
+ 
+ 
+ 
B
B
B
B
BN
B1:::Bi+1A1:::Am:::Bn
BBN
BBN







 
 
 
 
A
AU
@R  HHj
-







































J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
JJ^
where  is a fundamental composite and  and  are the inverses of fun-
damental composites. Then it is easy to see that the above 2-morphism
coincides with the following pasting ():
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()
B1B2A1:::Am:::Bn
B1A1:::AmB2:::Bn
A1:::AmB1:::Bn B1:::BnA1:::Am
B1:::BiA1:::AmBi+1:::Bn
B1:::Bi 1A1:::AmBi:::Bn
B1:::Bn 1A1:::AmBn
+ 
+ 
+ 
B
B
B
B
B
B
BN
B1:::Bi+1A1:::Am:::Bn
B
BBN















7
 
 
 
A
AU
@
@@R
-







































J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
JJ^
where ,  and  are certain shue composites. Further, if i < n   1, the
above 2-morphism coincides with the following one:
()
A1:::AmB1:::Bn B1:::BnA1:::Am
B1:::BiA1:::AmBi+1:::Bn
B1:::Bn 1A1:::AmBn
+ i + j + 
+ n 1
A
AU

A
AU
A
AU
B1:::Bi+1A1:::Am:::Bn
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



: QQ
Q
Qs
-





























 J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J^
where j = RA1:::AmjB1:::Bj ;Bj+1 
 Bj+2:::Bn for i  j  n   1. Next, look at
the following part in the above pasting:
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A1:::AmB1:::Bn B1:::Bn 1BnA1:::Am
B1:::Bn 1A1:::AmBn+RA1:::AmjB1:::Bn 2;Bn 1 
Bn
+RA1:::AmjB1:::Bn 1;Bn
+ B1:::Bn 2 
RA1:::AmjBn 1;Bn 1
A
A
AU
@
@
@
@
@
@R
B1:::Bn 2A1:::AmBn 1Bn










3




:
Q
Q
Q
Qs
-
Then we nd that the 2-morphism coincides with the following one:
A1:::AmB1:::Bn B1:::Bn 1BnA1:::Am
+RA1:::AmjB1:::Bn 2;Bn 1Bn
@
@
@
@
@
@R
B1:::Bn 2A1:::AmBn 1Bn









3
-
Applying the same method, we see the desired result. If i = n   1, the 2-
morphism () can be expressed as the following pasting
A1:::AmB1:::Bn B1:::BnA1:::Am
B1:::Bn 1A1:::AmBn
B1A1:::AmB2:::Bn
+ 1
+  + j
+ n 1

 
 




B1:::A1:::AmBn 1Bn


>
XXXXXXXXXXXz
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@R
-





























 J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J^
where j = B1:::Bj 1 
 RA1:::AmjBj ;Bj+1:::Bn for i  j  n  1. So we can use
the same technique.
We next consider a 2-morphism of the form RB1:::Bi;Bi+1:::BnjA1:::Am for
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some integer 1  m, 1 < n and 1  i < n. Then by the braiding condition
(2) for a braided Gray monoid, we see that the 2-morphism can be expressed
as the following pasting
B1:::BiBi+1:::BnA1:::Am A1:::AmB1:::BiBi+1:::Bn
B1:::BiA1:::AmBi+1:::Bn
A1:::Am 1B1:::BiAmBi+1:::Bn
B1:::BiA1:::Am 1Bi+1:::BnAm
A1:::Am 1B1:::BiBi+1:::BnAm
(A)+
(B)+
+
(D)+
(E)+
(C)+
B
B
B
BBN













:
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
QsHHHHj
HHj














-
 
 
 
 
 
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
JJ^
where  is a certain 2-morphism of the form 
. In the diagram above, the
2-morphism  can be expressed as a standard composite by Lemma 8.3.1.
Also, the 2-morphisms in (A); (B); (C) can be expressed as standard compos-
ites since these 2-morphisms have the previously discussed form. For the rest
part, we use induction on m. For m = 1, the result follows since this diagram
can be regarded as a variant of the diagram () with A = A1:::Am, and we
can trace back to a variant of the pasting () which is standard. Thus we see
that the 2-morphisms in (D) and (E) can also be expressed as a standard
composite. By taking the pasting of all the above standard composites, we
obtain another standard composite. Hence the claim. 2
Lemma 8.3.3 Any 2-morphism of the form Rf can be expressed as a stan-
dard composite.
Proof. For the following 2-morphism
V1:::VqW1:::WrX1:::XuY1:::YvU1:::Up
U1:::UpV1:::VqX1:::XuW1:::WrY1:::YvU1:::UpV1:::VqW1:::WrX1:::XuY1:::Yv
V1:::VqX1:::XuW1:::WrY1:::YvU1:::Up
+RU1:::Up;V1:::Vq
RW1:::Wr;X1:::Xu
Y1:::Yv
-
-
? ?
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we rst observe that, by setting V := V1:::Vq, X := X1:::Xu and Y := Y1:::Yv,
the above 2-morphism can be expressed as the following form:
VW1:::WrXY U1:::Up
U1:::UpV XW1:::WrYU1:::UpVW1:::WrXY
V XW1:::WrY U1:::Up
+ 
+ 
+ ' +Wij +  
-
-
? ?
J
J
J
J
J
JJ^


























J
J
J
J
J
JJ^
Q
Qs 
3
@
@R  
 
 
  @@R

3 QQs
?
?
?
?
?
?
U1:::UpVW1:::Wr 1XWrY U1:::UpVW1XW2:::WrY
U1:::Up 1VW1:::WrXY Up
U1:::Up 2VW1:::WrXY Up 1Up
U1VW1:::WrXY U2:::Up
VW1:::Wr 1XWrY U1:::Up VW1XW2:::WrY U1:::Up
U1:::Up 1V XW1:::WrY Up
U1:::Up 2V XW1:::WrY Up 1Up
U1V XW1:::WrY U2:::Up
where ',  ,  and  are shue composites, and
Wij = U1:::Up i 
RUp i+1;V W1:::Wr j
RWr j+1;X
Wr j+2:::WrY 
 Up i+2:::Up;
for 1  i  p, 1  j  r. Next we decompose the above 2-morphisms Wij
into standard composites. To do this, we use the fact that by taking a subset
A;Bi; C;Dj; Ek, 1  i  l, 1  j  n, 1  k  s of the set Ua; Vb;Wc; Xd; Ee,
1  a  p, 1  b  q, 1  c  r, 1  d  u, 1  e  v, the essential part of
the 2-morphisms Wij can be expressed as the following form :
B1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::EsA
AB1:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::EsAB1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::EsA
+RA;B1:::Bl
RC;D1:::Dn
E1:::Es
-
-
? ?
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For example, the 2-morphism W11 is
U1:::Up 1V1:::VqW1:::WrX1:::XuY1:::YvUp
U1:::UpV1:::VqW1:::Wr 1X1:::XuWrY1:::YvU1:::UpV1:::VqW1:::WrX1:::XuY1:::Yv
U1:::Up 1V1:::VqW1:::Wr 1X1:::XuWrY1:::YvUp
+
-
-
? ?
and we take A = Up, B1:::Bl = V1:::VqW1:::Wr 1, C = Wr, D1:::Dn =
X1:::Xu, E1:::Es = Y1:::Yv.
Next, consider the following standard composite .
B1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::EsA
AB1:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::EsAB1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::EsA
+ 
+ 
+  + 
 + 
-
-
? ?
J
J
J
J
J
JJ^


























J
J
J
J
J
JJ^
Q
Qs 
3
@
@R
  
 
  @@R

3
Q
Qs
?
?
?
?
?
?
AB1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::Es
AB1:::BlD1:::CDnE1:::Es
B1A:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlACD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::AEs
B1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::EsA
B1:::BlD1:::CDnE1:::EsA
B1A:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::Es
B1:::BlAD1:::DnCE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::AEs
where  and  are fundamental composites,  and  are the inverses of fun-
damental composites, and 
 is the following elementary composite:
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B1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::EsA
AB1:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::EsAB1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::EsA
- -
- -
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
B1A:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlACD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlCD1:::DnAE1:::Es
B1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::AEs
+ V0 + Vj 1 + Vn 1
B1A:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::Es
B1:::BlAD1:::DnCE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DnCAE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::AEs
where the 2-morphism Vj 1 is the following pasting:
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B1:::BlD1:::DjCDj+1:::DnE1:::EsA
AB1:::BlD1:::DjDj+1C:::DnE1:::EsAB1:::BlD1:::DjCDj+1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DjDj+1C:::DnE1:::EsA
-
-
-
-
-
-
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
B1A:::BlD1:::DjCDj+1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DjACDj+1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DjCADj+1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DjCDj+1A:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DjCDj+1:::DnE1:::AEs
+ 

+ 

+ S
+ 

+ 

B1A:::BlD1:::DjDj+1C:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DjADj+1C:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DjDj+1AC:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DjDj+1CA:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DjDj+1C:::DnE1:::AEs
To show that the 2-morphism  coincides with , we rst observe that 
coincides with the following 2-morphism.
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B1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::EsA B1:::BlD1:::CDnE1:::EsA
B1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::EsA B1:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::EsA
AB1:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::EsAB1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Es
AB1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::Es AB1:::BlD1:::CDnE1:::Es
Q
QQs 
3
HHj *
? ?
? ?
HHj*
Q
QQs
3
 
 	
?
?
?
?
?
?
@
@R
@
@R
?
?
?
?
?
?
 
 	
B1A:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlACD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlCD1:::DnAE1:::Es
B1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::AEs
Rf+Rf+Rf+ 1+ +
B1A:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::Es
B1:::BlAD1:::DnCE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DnCAE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DnCE1:::AEs
where  and  are fundamental composites. In particular,  can be taken to
be the following pasting:
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B1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::EsA
AB1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Es
 
 	
 
 	
 
 	
 
 	
@
@R
@
@R
@
@R
@
@R
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
CW
?
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
AU
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
JJ^
?
B1A:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlACD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlCAD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlCD1A:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::AEs
)R)R
)R
)R
)R
Correspondingly, we consider the following 2-morphism :
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B1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::EsA
AB1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::Es
 
 	
 
 	
 
 	
 
 	
@
@R
@
@R
@
@R
@
@R
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
CW
?
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
AU
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
JJ^
?
B1A:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlAD1C:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1AC:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1CA:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::AEs
)R)R
)R
)R
)R
Using the 2-morphism , we can construct the cube which has the 2-morphisms
V0;  and  as the top side, the left side and the right side, respectively. To
show that the cube is commutative, we use the fact that the 2-morphism V0
has the form
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B1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::EsA
AB1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::EsAB1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::EsA
-
-
-
-
-
-
?
?
?
 
 
 	
?
@
@
@R
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
@
@
@R
 
 
 	
?
?
?
B1A:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlACD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlCAD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlCD1A:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::AEs
+ 

+ 

(R(R
+Rf
+ 

+ 

B1A:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlAD1C:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1AC:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1CA:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::AEs
Then both pastings V0 and  contain the same 2-morphism
B1:::BlACD1:::DnE1:::Es
 
  	
@
@@R ?
B1:::BlCAD1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlCD1A:::DnE1:::Es
)R
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In addition, we nd the following commutative prisms:
B1:::Bi 1ABi:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::EsB1:::Bi 1ABi:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Es -
-
-
 
  	
A
A
A
AU ? ?
 
  	
A
A
A
AU
B1:::Bi 1BiA:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Es B1:::Bi 1BiA:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::Es
+ 

+Rf
+R
+ Rf
+R
B1:::Bi 1Bi:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::EsA B1:::Bi 1Bi:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::EsA
for some integers 1  i  l,
B1:::BlAD1C:::DnE1:::EsB1:::BlACD1:::DnE1:::Es -
-
-
 
  	
A
A
A
AU
 
  	
A
A
A
AU? ?
B1:::BlCD1:::DjADj+1:::DnE1:::Es B1:::BlD1C:::DjADj+1:::DnE1:::Es
+ 

+Rf +R
+ Rf
+R
B1:::BlCD1:::DjDj+1A:::DnE1:::Es B1:::BlD1C:::DjDj+1A:::DnE1:::Es
for some integers 1  j  n  1 and
B1:::BlAD1C:::DnE1:::EsB1:::BlACD1:::DnE1:::Es -
-
-
 
  	
A
A
A
AU
 
  	
A
A
A
AU? ?
B1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::Eh 1AEh:::Es B1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::Eh 1AEh:::Es
+ 

+Rf +R
+ Rf
+R
B1:::BlCD1:::DnE1:::EhAEh+1:::Es B1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::EhAEh+1:::Es
for some integers 1  h  s. So by putting the above commutative prisms
together, we obtain a commutative cube which contains the 2-morphism V0.
Next we construct a commutative cube which contains the 2-morphism V1.
For this, we need to replace the pasting dening  by the following 0.
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B1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::EsA
AB1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::Es
 
 	
 
 	
 
 	
 
 	
@
@R
@
@R
@
@R
@
@R
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
CW
?
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
AU
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
JJ^
?
B1A:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1AC:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1CA:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1CD2A:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::AEs
)R)R
)R
)R
)R
Then we nd the following commutative prisms:
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B1:::Bi 1ABi:::BlD1D2C:::DnE1:::EsB1:::Bi 1ABi:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::Es -
-
-
 
  	
A
A
A
AU ? ?
 
  	
A
A
A
AU
B1:::Bi 1BiA:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::Es B1:::Bi 1BiA:::BlD1D2C:::DnE1:::Es
+ 

+Rf
+R
+ Rf
+R
B1:::Bi 1Bi:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::EsA B1:::Bi 1Bi:::BlD1D2C:::DnE1:::EsA
for some integers 1  i  l,
B1:::BlD1AD2C:::DnE1:::EsB1:::BlD1AC:::DnE1:::Es -
-
-
 
  	
A
A
A
AU
 
  	
A
A
A
AU? ?
B1:::BlD1CD2:::Dj+1A:::DnE1:::Es B1:::BlD1D2CD3:::Dj+1A:::DnE1:::Es
+ 

+Rf +R
+ Rf
+R
B1:::BlD1CD2:::Dj+2A:::DnE1:::Es B1:::BlD1D2CD3:::Dj+2A:::DnE1:::Es
for some integers 1  j  n  2 and
B1:::BlAD1C:::DnE1:::EsB1:::BlACD1:::DnE1:::Es -
-
-
 
  	
A
A
A
AU
 
  	
A
A
A
AU? ?
B1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::Eh 1AEh:::Es B1:::BlD1D2C:::DnE1:::Eh 1AEh:::Es
+ 

+Rf +R
+ Rf
+R
B1:::BlD1C:::DnE1:::EhAEh+1:::Es B1:::BlD1D2C:::DnE1:::EhAEh+1:::Es
for some integers 1  h  s. Using these commutative prisms, we can con-
struct a commutative cube which contains the 2-morphism V1. Besides, the
2-morphisms  and 0 coincide, so that we can combine the above two com-
mutative cubes to make a bigger one which contains both V0 and V1. For
more general Vj 1, the following pasting gives the similar commutative cube
which contains Vj 1.
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B1:::BlD1:::DjCDj+1:::DnE1:::EsA
AB1:::BlD1:::DjCDj+1:::DnE1:::Es
 
 	
 
 	
 
 	
 
 	
@
@R
@
@R
@
@R
@
@R
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
CW
?
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
AU
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
JJ^
?
B1A:::BlD1:::DjCDj+1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DjACDj+1:::DnE1:::Es
B1:::BlD1:::DjCADj+1:::DnE1:::Es
AB1:::BlD1:::DjCDj+1A:::DnE1:::Es
AB1:::BlD1:::DjCDj+1:::DnE1:::AEs
)R)R
)R
)R
)R
2
Let (A1; :::; An; f1; f2; :::; fl j g1; g2; :::; gm) be a braiding diagram and let
 : f1f2:::fl ) g1g2:::gm be a canonical 2-morphism. Then using the above
technique, we can replace each canonical 2-morphism in the pasting den-
ing  by a standard composite. If we take the pasting of all the above
standard composites, we obtain another standard composite whose remain-
ing fundamental diagram have their non-elementary 1-morphisms in the set
ff1; f2; :::; fl; g1; g2; :::; gmg. This nishes Step 1.
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8.4 Step 3
Finally, we consider Step 3.
Proposition 8.4.1 Let (A1; :::; An; f1; f2; :::; fl j g1; g2; :::; gm) be an elemen-
tary diagram, and let  and  be elementary composites of the form f1f2:::fl )
g1g2:::gm. Then the 2-morphism  coincides with .
Proof. Since each 1-morphism fi is elementary it corresponds to a natural
number. Therefore, the sequence of 1-morphisms f1; f2; :::; fl corresponds to
a word of natural numbers. Let us denote this word by X. Likewise the
sequence of 1-morphisms g1; g2; :::; gm corresponds to another word W . Let
123:::s and 123:::t be the pastings  and  respectively. Then the
step 3 is equivalent to the commutativity (in the 2-categorical sense) of the
diagram below:
+
+
+
+
X
Y
Z P
U
V
W
) )
))
1
2
3 t
1
s 1
s
At this point, Theorem 3.2.1 will do the job. In the diagram above, the char-
acters X, Y , Z, ... represent words, and the 2-morphisms of the form S
(resp. 
) can be viewed as self-homotopies of the form iji ' jij (ij ' ji).
Thus, if we ignore the direction of the 2-morphisms, we obtain by Theorem
3.2.1 a decomposition of the diagram each of which is inessential, a cube, a
prism or a permutohedron. For cubes, we can use the following commutative
diagram:
?
? ?
?
ABDCEF
ABDCFE
ABCDEF BACDEF
ABCDFE BACDFE
-
BADCEF
BADCFE
-
-
-
@
@R
@
@R
@
@R
@
@R+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
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For prisms, we can use the following one:
-
-
-
Q
Qs
Q
Qs

3
- 
3?
??
BADEC
ABECD
BAECD
ABDEC
BAEDC
ABEDC
+ S
+ 
 + 

+ 

+ 

+ S
+ 
? ?
?

3

3
Q
Qs
Q
Qs
BADCE
ABCED
ABDCE
ABCDE
BACDE
BACED
+ 

The commutativity of the above diagram is an easy consequence of the de-
nition of a braiding on a Gray monoid. Finally, for permutohedra, we can use
the result of Kapranov and Voevodsky [15], which states that the following
two pastings coincide:
A
AU
Q
Qs
Q
Qs

+
ABCD
BACD



BADC
?
@@R  	
?
@@R   	
BDAC
DBAC
DBCA
@@R
A
AAU


A
AAU


Q
QQs
?
  	

+
BCAD
CBAD BCDA BDCA
CBDA
CDBA
DACB
DCAB
DCBA

+
-
ADBC
ABDC
DABC
?
+ 

+ S + S
+ S + S
+ 
 + 
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A
AU
Q
Qs

+
ABCD
BACD



@@R
?
@@R  	
?
@@R   	
ACBD
ADCB
ACDB
CADB
CDAB
@@R


B
BBN
Q
QQs
B
BBN


  	

+
Q
QQs
BCAD
CBAD
CABD
CBDA
CDBA
DACB
DCAB
DCBA


ADBC
ABDC
DABC



B
BBN
+ 

+ S + S
+ S + S
+ 

+ 

Hence, modulo the directions of arrows, Step 3 reduces to Theorem 3.2.1.
Further, once the direction of an arrow is specied, the content of the arrow
is uniquely determined; for two 1-morphisms f : A! A0 and g : B ! B0 in
B, we have a 2-isomorphism
-
-
? ?
AB0
AB
A0B0
A0B
+ 
f;g
in B. If an arrow has the direction (f 
 1)(1 
 g) ) (1 
 g)(f 
 1), then
the content of the arrow becomes 
f;g. On the other hand, if the direction
is (1 
 g)(f 
 1) ) (f 
 1)(1 
 g), then the content of the arrow becomes

 1f;g. The same is true for 2-morphisms of the form S. In other words, a 2-
morphism with the opposite direction is given by the inverse. This completes
the proof of Proposition 8.4.1. 2
Putting together the proofs of Step 1, Step 2, and Step 3, we obtain Theorem
8.1.1.
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Chapter 9
Braid monoid actions on a
category
9.1 Deligne's work
In the paper [8], Deligne studied actions of a braid monoid on a category.
In general, an action of an monoid M on a category C is dened by giving
functors T (f) (f 2 M) and isomorphisms of functors cf;g : T (f)  T (g) !
T (fg) making the following diagram commutative:
-
-
? ?
T (f)  T (gh)
T (f)  T (g)  T (h)
T (fgh) .
T (fg)  T (h)
As Deligne explained in the paper, in order to dene an action of B+n on a
category C, it is not enough to give isomorphisms of functors
() =
(
T (si)  T (si+1)  T (si)! T (si+1)  T (si)  T (si+1);
T (si)  T (sj)! T (sj)  T (si) for j  i+ 2;
but requires extra conditions. In particular, he mentioned that for the case
of B+4 the functors T (s1); T (s2); T (s3) must further satisfy the following con-
dition. Write a; b; c for T (s1); T (s2); T (s3), and consider the composite of
isomorphisms of functors
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abacbaabcabaabcbabacbcab
acbacb
cabacb
cbabcb cbacbc cbcabc bcbabc bcabac
bcabca
bacbca
babcba! ! ! !
"
"
"
#
#
#
    .
Then the composite must be the identity. As one can see, this condition is
nothing but the condition on our permutohedron. Hence it is quite natural
to expect that the following conjecture is true:
Conjecture 9.1.1 Giving an action of the braid monoid B+n on C is equiva-
lent to giving functors T (si) : C ! C and the isomorphisms () such that all
the composites of such isomorphisms on inessential self-homotopies, cubes,
prisms, and permutohedra are the identity.
9.2 Two presentations
Using another presentation of the braid monoid, which is given by generators
(w) (w 2 Sn) and the relations(
(e) = e;
(w0w00) = (w0)(w00) for l(w0w00) = l(w0) + l(w00);
Deligne proved the following theorem.
Theorem 9.2.1 (Deligne) Giving an action of the braid monoid B+n on C
is equivalent to giving the follwing:
For w 2 Sn, a functor T (w) : C ! C.
For w0; w00 2 Sn satisfying l(w0w00) = l(w0) + l(w00), an isomorphism of
functors
T (w0)T (w00)! T (w0w00)
making the following diagram
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--
? ?
T (w0)T (w00w000)
T (w0)T (w00)T (w000)
T (w0w00w000)
T (w0w00)T (w000)
commutative for l(w0w00w000) = l(w0) + l(w00) + l(w000).
We now explain how Deligne's theorem implies a positive answer to our
conjecture. Recall that the two presentations are related by the following
rules:
T (si)T (si+1)T (si)! T (sisi+1si) = T (si+1sisi+1) T (si+1)T (si)T (si+1);
T (si)T (sj)! T (sisj) = T (sjsi) T (sj)T (si):
For example, the next diagram shows that the composite of the isomorphisms
on a cube becomes the identity.
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T (5)T (1)T (3) T (5)T (13) T (5)T (31) T (5)T (3)T (1)
T (51)T (3) T (513) T (531) T (53)T (1)
T (15)T (3) T (51)T (3) T (53)T (1) T (35)T (1)
T (1)T (5)T (3) T (15)T (3) T (35)T (1) T (3)T (5)T (1)
T (1)T (53) T (153) T (351) T (3)T (51)
T (1)T (35) T (135) T (315) T (3)T (15)
T (1)T (3)T (5) T (13)T (5) T (31)T (5) T (3)T (1)T (5)=
=
=
=
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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Part II
Tortile Yang-Baxter operators
for crossed group-categories
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The category of tangles in 3 dimension has a beautiful algebraic charac-
terization in terms of a universal property. This was initially developed by
Yetter [11], Turaev [9], Freyd-Yetter [1] and Joyal-Street [4], and has culmi-
nated in the work of Shum [8] asserting that the category of framed tangles
FT is monoidally equivalent to the tortile category freely generated by a sin-
gle object. Joyal and Street [3] gave another purely algebraic interpretation
of this category as the free tensor category containing an object equipped
with a tortile Yang-Baxter operator.
Recently, Turaev [10] introduced the notion of a modular crossed group-
category, and used it to develop 3-dimensional homotopy quantum eld the-
ory (HQFT). He started with dening the notion of a tortile (ribbon) crossed
-category for a group , and showed that modular crossed -categories in-
duce invariants of 3-dimensional -manifolds.
The aim of the second part of this thesis is to give the Joyal and Street's
interpretation for a crossed group-category. To do this, we dene a balanced
Yang-Baxter operator and a tortile Yang-Baxter operator in a crossed group-
category. Then we prove that the free crossed group-category F generated
by a single object equipped with a tortile Yang-Baxter operator admits a
unique braiding and a twist. Although our construction owes much to the
paper [3], several new aspects appear. First, it turns out that one should
dene a twist before a Yang-Baxter operator. This statement means that in
a general crossed group-category, it is not possible to dene a Yang-Baxter
operator without a twist. Thus one can dene only balanced Yang-Baxter
The content of Part II has been published in Hokkaido Math. Journal Vol.31 (2002),
199-218.
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operators in a crossed group-category. Second, we use the fact that the
category F admits a connectivity structure, which we feel non-trivial. In
general, for an object U in a crossed -category C, the centralizer LC(U) does
not admit a crossed -category structure. However, if a crossed -category C
is connected, then the category LC(U) admits a crossed -category structure,
so that we can apply this procedure to F . Third, since we have to consider
a Yang-Baxter operator with a group action, various identities which were
simple in [3] become much more complicated. To overcome this diculty, we
use a diagrammatic notion. Then, we can check that each equality between
diagrams corresponds to a certain equality between morphisms in F . As a
result, we see that the constructions above are all well done and the theorem
holds.
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Chapter 2
Tortile crossed group-categories
2.1 Crossed group-categories
Denition 2.1.1 Let  be a group and let C be a strict monoidal category
with a unit object I. Then the category C is called a -category if it satises
the following conditions:
(a) there are full subcategories C ( 2 ) of C such that each object of
C belongs to C for a unique  2 ;
(b) if U 2 C and V 2 C with  6=  then there is not any morphism
from U to V ;
(c) I 2 C1, and if U 2 C and V 2 C then U 
 V 2 C.
In [10] a K-additivity and a left duality were assumed in the monoidal cate-
gory C. In this paper, we do not assume those structures in C.
Denition 2.1.2 In the setting above, an automorphism of C is dened as
a functor ' : C ! C witch preserves the tensor product and the unit object.
Thus,
'(I) = I; '(U 
 V ) = '(U)
 '(V ); '(f 
 g) = '(f)
 '(g);
for any objects U; V and any morphisms f; g in C. We denote by Aut(C)
the group of automorphisms of C. A crossed -category is a -category C
endowed with a group homomorphism ' :  ! Aut(C) such that for all
;  2  the functor ' = '() : C ! C maps C to C 1 . For objects
U 2 C, V 2 C, set UV = '(V ).
For crossed -categories C; C 0, a tensor functor C ! C 0 is called a crossed
-functor if it preserves the action of .
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2.2 Balanced crossed group-category
Denition 2.2.1 Let C be a crossed -category. A braiding in C is a system
of invertible morphisms cU;V : U 
 V ! UV 
 U satisfying the following
conditions:
(a) for any morphisms f : U ! U 0 and g : V ! V 0 such that U;U 0 lie in
the same component of C, we have
cU 0;V 0(f 
 g) = (Ug 
 f)cU;V ;
(b) for any objects U; V;W in C we have
cU
V;W = (cU;VW 
 1)(1
 cV;W );
(c) for any objects U; V;W in C we have
cU;V
W = (1
 cU;W )(cU;V 
 1);
(d) the action of  on C preserves the braiding, i.e., for any  2  and
any V;W 2 C we have
'(cV;W ) = c'(V );'(W ):
A crossed -category equipped with a braiding is called a braided crossed -
category. A braided crossed -category C is called balanced if it is equipped
with a natural family of invertible morphisms U : U ! UU (called twist)
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) I = idI : I ! I;
(2) for any object U; V in C we have
U
V = c(UV )V;UUc(UU);(V V )(U 
 V );
(3) the action of  on C preserves the twist, i.e., for any  2  and any
U 2 C we have '(U) = '(U).
A braided crossed -category C is called tortile if it is balanced and each
object U has a dual U such that UU = (U).
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Chapter 3
Tortile Yang-Baxter operators
3.1 Yang-Baxter operators and twists
In this chapter we consider Yang-Baxter operators and twists in a crossed
-category C. When  = 1, one can dene a Yang-Baxter operator on each
object U in C without a twist. However, for a general crossed -category C,
one must dene a twist rst, then proceed to dene a balanced Yang-Baxter
operator by using the twist.
Denition 3.1.1 A twist on an object U of a crossed -category C is an
invertible arrow z : U ! UU . A balanced Yang-Baxter operator on an
object U is an invertible arrow y : U 
U ! UU 
U satisfying the hexagonal
condition
(Uy 
 1)(1
 y)(y 
 1) = (1
 y)(y0 
 1)(1
 y)
where y0 = (Uz 
 1)y(1
 z 1).
A left dual for an object U of C is an object U in C 1 together with arrows
bU : I ! U 
 U and dU : U 
 U ! I
such that
(dU 
 1)(1
 bU) = 1 and (1
 dU)(bU 
 1) = 1.
If both U; V have duals, then each arrow f : U ! V gives rise to an arrow
f  : (dV 
 1)(1
 f 
 1)(1
 bU) : V  ! U.
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A balanced Yang-Baxter operator on an object U 2 C is called dualizable if
U has a dual and, both the arrows u : UU
U ! U 
U and v : U
U !
UU 
 U, given by the equations
u = (dUU 
 1
 1)(1
 y 
 1)(1
 1
 bU)
and
v = (dU 
 1
 1)(1
 1
 Uz 1 
 1)(1
 y 1 
 1)
(1
 z 
 1
 1)(1
 1
 bU)
are invertible. A balanced Yang-Baxter operator on an object U is called
tortile if it is dualizable and the following identity holds.
Uzz = (1
 dUU)(1
 Uv 1)(y0 
 1)(1
 bUU) : U ! U(UU):
In a balanced crossed -category C, we have a balanced YB-operator (y =
cU;U ; z = U) on each object U . If U has a dual, then we have the identities
u = c 1U;U and v = cU;U in C. Hence (y = cU;U ; z = U) is dualizable. The
next proposition shows that a balanced crossed -category C becomes a tortile
crossed -category i the above balanced YB-operators (y = cU;U ; z = U)
become tortile for all objects U in C.
Proposition 3.1.1 In a balanced crossed -category C, if U is an object with
a dual U, then the pair (cU;U ; U) is a tortile YB-operator i UU = (U).
Proof. We rst observe that if (U; dU ; bU) is a dual for U , then (UU; dUUcUU;U ; c
 1
U;UUbU)
is a dual for U. Then for an arrow f : U ! V  in C, we obtain an arrow
f ] = (1
 dV V )(1
 Uf 
 1)(bUU 
 1) : V V ! UU .
Applying this construction to the arrow UU :
UU ! U, we see that
(UU)
]U
= (dUU 
 1)(cUU;UU 
 1)(1
 UU 
 1)(1
 c 1UU;U (UU))(1
 bUU)U
= (dUU
1)(cUU;UU
1)(1
UU
1)(U
1
1)(1
c 1UU;U (UU))(1
bUU)
= (dUU 
 1)(cUU;UU 
 1)(U 
 UU 
 1)(1
 c 1UU;U (UU))(1
 bUU)
= (dUU 
 1)(UU 
 UU 
 1)(c 1UU;UU 
 1)(1
 c 1UU;U (UU))(1
 bUU)
= (dUU 
 1)(c 1UU;UU 
 1)(1
 c 1UU;U (UU))(1
 bUU)
= (dUU 
 1)c 1UU;UU
U (UU)(1
 bUU)
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= (1
 dUU)cUU
UU;U (UU)c 1UU;UU
U (UU)(1
 bUU)
= (1
 dUU)(cUU;U (U (UU)) 
 1)(1
 cUU;U (UU))c 1UU;UU
U (UU)(1
 bUU)
= (1
 dUU)(cUU;U (U (UU)) 
 1)c 1UU;U (U (UU))
UU(cU;UU 
 1)(1
 bUU)
= (1
 dUU)(1
 c 1UU;UU)(cU;UU 
 1)(1
 bUU)
= (1
 dUU)(1
 Uv 1)(y0 
 1)(1
 bUU).
Thus the balanced YB-operator (y; z) is a tortile i (UU)
]U =
Uzz =
UUU . That is, (UU)
] = UU . Then it is easy to see that the condition
(UU)
] = UU is equivalent to the relation UU = (U)
. 2
Denition 3.1.2 For a crossed -category C, the centralizer LC(U) of an
object U 2 C is the category whose objects are pairs (X;) where X is
an object in C and  : U 
 X ! UX 
 U is an isomorphism in C, and
whose arrows f : (X;) ! (Y; ) are the arrows f : X ! Y in C such that
(1
 f) = (Uf 
 1).
Then LC(U) becomes a -category by the rule (X;) 2 Cx ,X 2 Cx for
x 2  and the tensor product (X;) 
 (Y; ) = (X 
 Y; ( 
 1)(1 
 )).
Similarly, one can dene the centralizer LC(h) of an arrow h : U ! V in C as
follow. The objects of LC(h) are triples (X;; ) where X is an object in C
and  : U
X ! UX
U and  : V 
X ! VX
V are isomorphisms in C such
that (h
1) = (1
h). The arrows (X;; )! (Y; ; ) in LC(h) are arrows
f : X ! Y in C such that (Uf 
 1) = (1
 f) and (V f 
 1) = (1
 f).
This category LC(h) also admits a -category structure.
Denition 3.1.3 A crossed -category C is called connected if for each pair
(X; Y ) of objects, there exists an invertible arrow g(X;Y ) : XY ! Y such
that g(I; Y ) = idY , g(X; I) = idI , g(X
0 
 X; Y ) = g(X 0; Y ) X0g(X;Y ) and
g(X;Y 
 Y 0) = g(X;Y )
 g(X;Y 0).
When a crossed -category C is connected, the categories LC(U) and LC(h)
become crossed -categories via (X;)(Y; ) = (XY; (Ug 1(X; Y ) 
 1)(1 

g(X;Y ))) and (X;;)(Y; ; ) = (XY; (Ug 1(X; Y )
1)(1
g(X; Y )); (Ug 1(X; Y )

1)(1
 g(X; Y ))).
Denition 3.1.4 For a crossed -category C, the center LC of C is the cat-
egory whose objects are pairs (U; ) where U 2 C and  : U 
  ! U  
 U
is a natural isomorphism obeying the following two conditions:
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(1) I = 1;
(2) X
Y = (1
 Y )(X 
 1) for all X;Y 2 C.
An arrow f : (U; ) ! (V; ) in LC is an arrow f : U ! V in C such that
X(f 
 1) = (1
 f)X for all X 2 C.
Then LC becomes a crossed -category with (U; ) 
 (V; ) = (U 
 V; ( 

1)(1
 )) and (U;)(V; ) = (UV; UUX).
Proposition 3.1.2 (a) For a crossed -category C, the crossed -category
LC is braided via V : (U; )
 (V; )! (U;)(V; )
 (U; ).
(b) Let C be a crossed -category. Then for each object U 2 C, the
equation F (X) = (X;X) determines a bijection between objects (U; ) 2 LC
and tensor functors F : C ! LC(U). Similarly, for each arrow h : U ! V in
C, the equation F 0(X) = (X;X ; X) determines a bijection between arrows
h : (U; )! (V; ) 2 LC and tensor functors F 0 : C ! LC(h).
(c) For a crossed -category C, the equation G(U) = (U; cU; ) determines
a bijection between braidings c on C and crossed -functors G : C ! LC.
Proof. Straightforward. 2
For a connected crossed -category C, let (y; z) be a balanced YB-operator
on an object U such that g(U;U) = z 1. Then we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1.1 (a) The balanced YB-operator (y; z) denes a balanced YB-
operator on the object (U; y) 2 LC(U). If (y; z) is dualizable, then (U; u 1) 2
LC(U) is a left dual for the object (U; y) 2 LC(U). Moreover, (y; z) denes a
dualizable balanced YB-operator on (U; y).
(b) The centralizer LC(U) contains (U; v) and (U; w) where w = (dU 

1
 1)(1
 1
 Uz 
 1)(1
 u
 1)(1
 z 1 
 1
 1)(1
 1
 bU). The object
(U; w) is dual to (U; v) and (y; z) denes a balanced YB-operator on (U; v).
(c) If (y; z) is a tortile Yang-Baxter operator, then it is also a tortile
Yang-Baxter operator on (U; y) 2 LC(U) and (U; v) 2 LC(U).
Proof. (a) For arrows (U; y)! (U;y)(U; y) and (U; y)
 (U; y)! (U;y)(U; y)

(U; y) in LC(U), we take the arrows z : U ! UU and y : UU
U ! U
U in C.
Then by the hexagonal condition on (y; z) and the assumption g(U;U) = z 1,
we see that these arrows are indeed arrows in LC(U).
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(b) We have to show that the object (U; w) is dual to (U; v). For this it
is convenient to use a diagrammatic notion as used in [3], [5]. For example,
the following equalities show that the arrow dU : U
 
 U ! I becomes an
arrow (U; w)
 (U; v)! (I; idU) in LC(U).
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The next equalities show that the arrow y : U 
 U ! U 
 UU denes an
arrow (U; v)
 (U; v)! (U;v)(U; v)
 (U; v) in LC(U).
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(c) Straightforward. 2
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Chapter 4
Free crossed group-category
4.1 Free crossed Z-category
Let F be the crossed Z-category freely generated by objects X and X and
arrows dX : X
 
 X ! I, bX : I ! X 
 X, y : X 
 X ! XX 
 X,
z : X ! XX, subject to the conditions that X 2 F1, X 2 F 1, X is left
dual to X via dX and bX , and (y; z) is a tortile Y B-operators on X.
We now state our main theorem in Part II.
Theorem 4.1.1 The category F admits a unique braiding c and a twist 
such that cX;X = y, X = z and X =
X(X)
.
To prove the existence of such a braiding, we begin with the following propo-
sition.
Proposition 4.1.1 There is a natural isomorphisms
cX;  : X 
  ! X  
X and cX;  : X 
  ! X  
X
such that (X; cX; ) and (X; cX; ) 2 LF where cX;X = y and cX;X = v.
Proof. We rst show that the category F is a connected crossed Z-category.
For this, observe that the category F is generated as a monoidal category by
the objects X
n
X , X
n
X, X
n
X, X
n
X, where Xn and Xn mean X 
X 

:::
X (n times) and X 
X 
 :::
X (n times) respectively, and n runs
through the set of non-negative integers. Besides, the objects X
n
X and X
n
X
belong to the same class of X, and the objects X
n
X and X
n
X belong to
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the same class of X. Using this property we can prove that for any object
Y there exists an isomorphism YX ! X. Indeed, for any objects Y and
Z we can dene an isomophism Y
ZX ! X once we obtain isomorphisms
f : YX ! X and g : ZX ! X since we can use the composition fY g. Thus it
is enough to show that there are isomorphisms XX ! X and XX ! X, and
we can take the arrows z 1 and X

z. The same argument apply to show that
for any object Y there exists an isomorphism Y (X
n
X)! XnX. Actually, we
only need isomorphisms X(X
n
X)! XnX and X(XnX)! XnX, and we can
take the arrows X
n
z 1 and X
n
(X

z). Similarly, one can prove that for any
object Y there are isomorphisms Y (X
n
X) ! XnX, Y (XnX) ! XnX and
Y (X
n
X) ! XnX. Finally, we observe that for any object Y , Z and W ,
an isomorphism Y (Z 
W ) = YZ 
 YW ! Z 
W is obtained from YZ ! Z
amd YW ! W . Hence the category F is connected, and the categories
LF(X) and LF(X) become crossed Z-categories. Moreover, the condition
g(X;X) = z 1 is satised. Thus we can use the universality of the category
F and Lemma 1 to get crossed Z-functors F ! LF(X) and F ! LF(X).
In particular, these functors are tensor functors, hence by Proposition 3.1.2
(b) we obtain the natural isomorphisms cX;  : X 
  ! X  
X and cX;  :
X 
  ! X  
X. 2
Lemma 4.1.1 The pair (y; z) becomes a tortile Y B-operator on the object
(X; cX; ) in LF . Also, the object (X; cX; ) is left dual to the object (X; cX; )
in LF .
Proof. To obtain a tortile Y B-operator on the object (X; cX; ) in LF , we
rst consider the centralizer LF(y) of y : X
X ! XX
X. Then we see that
the category LF(y) contains the objects (X;; ) and (X; ; ) where  =
(y0
1)(1
y),  = (Xy
1)(1
y),  = (Xz 1
1)(u 1
1)(1
z
1)(1
u 1),
 = (Xu 1
 1)(1
u 1). Moreover, the object (X; ; ) is dual to (X;; ),
and we obtain a tortile Y B-operator (y; z) on (X;; ) in LF(y). Since LF(y)
is a crossed Z-category, the universal property of F induces a crossed tensor
functor F ! LF(y), which is a section of the projection LF(y) ! F . In
particular, this functor is a tensor functor, hence by Proposition 3.1.2 (b),
we obtain an arrow y : (X; cX; ) 
 (X; cX; ) ! (X;cX; )(X; cX; ) 
 (X; cX; )
in LF .
Next consider the category LF(z). Then we see that the category LF(z)
contains the objects (X; y; ) and (X; u 1; ) where  = (1 
 z)y(z 1 
 1)
and  = (1 
 z)u 1(z 1 
 1). In addition, (X; u 1; ) is dual to (X; y; ),
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and we obtain a tortile Y B-operator (y; z) on the objects (X; y; ) in LF(z).
Thus we have a crossed tensor functor F ! LF(z), which corresponds to an
arrow z : (X; cX; )! (X;cX; )(X; cX; ) in LF .
Then it is easy to see that the arrows y : (X; cX; ) 
 (X; cX; ) !
(X;cX; )(X; cX; )
(X; cX; ) and z : (X; cX; )! (X;cX; )(X; cX; ) in LF dene
a tortile Y B-operator on the object (X; cX; ) in LF .
Finally, we check that the object (X; cX; ) is left dual to the ob-
ject (X; cX; ) in LF . For this we consider the centralizers LF(dX) and
LF(bX). We see that the category LF(dX) contains the objects (X; ; idX)
and (X; ; idX) where  = (X

z 
 1 
 1)(v 
 1)(1 
 z 1 
 1)(1 
 y) and
 = (X

z 1 
 1 
 1)(w 
 1)(1 
 z 
 1)(1 
 u 1). Moreover, the object
(X; ; idX) is dual to (X; ; idX), and (y; z) denes a tortile Y B-operator
on the object (X; ; idX) in LF(dX). Thus we obtain a crossed tensor functor
F ! LF(dX), which corresponds to an arrow (X; cX; )
(X; cX; )! (I; id)
in LF . Similarly, the category LF(bX) contains the objects (X;; idX) and
(X; ; idX) where  = (z 1 
 1 
 1)(y 
 1)(1 
 Xz 
 1)(1 
 v) and
 = (z
1
1)(u 1
1)(1
Xz 1
1)(1
w), which induces a crossed tensor
functor F ! LF(bX) and hence an arrow (I; id) ! (X; cX; ) 
 (X; cX; )
in LF . 2
Using the lemma above, we can prove the existence of the braiding in the
Theorem. In fact, since (y; z) is a tortile Y B-operator on the object (X; cX; ),
and (X; cX; ) is dual to the object (X; cX; ), we obtain a crossed tensor
functor F ! LF . Thus by Proposition 3.1.2 (c), we see that F has a braiding
c with cX;X = y.
Next we consider the existence of a twist  in F . For any braided crossed
-category C, let C 0 be the category whose objects are pairs (U; ) where
 : U ! UU is an isomorphism in C, and whose arrows f : (U; ) ! (V; )
are the arrows f : U ! V in C such that Uf = f . We can dene a tensor
product and a cross action on C 0 by putting
(U; )
 (V; ) = (U 
 V; ) and (U;)(V; ) = (UV; U)
where  = cU (V V );UUcUU;V V ( 
 ). This tensor product makes C 0 into
a crossed -category. Applying this procedure to the braided crossed Z-
category F , we obtain a crossed Z-category F 0. To get a left dual for the
object (X; z) in F 0, we use the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1.2 The following identity holds in F .
z X

z (dXX 
 1)(1
 c 1XX;XX)(cX;X 
 1)(bX 
 1) = 1 : XX ! XX:
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Proof. See [2]. 2
Using the lemma above, we can prove the following one:
Lemma 4.1.3 The object (X;X

z) is dual to the object (X; z) in F 0, and
(y; z) denes a tortile Y B-operator on (X; z).
Proof. We have to show that the arrows dX : X
 
 X ! I and bX : I !
X 
 X dene arrows (X;Xz) 
 (X; z) ! (I; id) and (I; id) ! (X; z) 

(X;X

z) in F 0. The next caluculations show that the arrows dX : X
X !
I is an arrow (X;X

z)
 (X; z)! (I; id) in F 0.
dX(cX;XX)(cXX;XX)(
Xz 
 z)
= dXcX;XX(dXX 
 1
 1)(1
 c 1XX;X 
 1)(1
 1
 bXX)(X

z 
 z)
= dXX(1
1
dX)(1
1
cX;XX)(1
c 1XX;X
1)(1
1
bXX)(X

z
z)
= dXX(1
 1
 dX)(1
 c 1XX;X 
 1)(1
 cXX;X 
 1)(1
 1
 cX;XX)
(1
 c 1XX;X 
 1)(1
 1
 bXX)(X

z 
 z)
= dXX(1
 dXX 
 1)(1
 1
 cXX;X)(1
 cXX;X 
 1)(1
 1
 cX;XX)
(1
 c 1XX;X 
 1)(1
 1
 bXX)(X

z 
 z)
= dXX(1
 dXX 
 1)(1
 cXX;X 
 1)(1
 1
 cXX;XX)
(1
 cXX;X 
 1)(1
 c 1XX;X 
 1)(1
 1
 bXX)(X

z 
 z)
= dXX(1
 dXX 
 1)(1
 cXX;X 
 1)(1
 1
 cXX;XX)
(1
 1
 bXX)(Xz 
 z)
= dXX(1
 dXX 
 1)(1
 1
 c 1XX;XX)(1
 cX;X 
 1)
(1
 bX 
 1)(Xz 
 z)
= dXX(1
 Xz 1)(Xz 
 1)
= dXX(1
 Xz 1)(dX 
 1
 1)(1
 Xz 
 1
 1)(1
 bXX 
 1)
= dXX(dX 
 1
 1)(1
 Xz 
 1
 1)(1
 bXX 
 1)(1
 Xz 1)
= dX(1
 1
 dXX)(1
 Xz 
 1
 1)(1
 bXX 
 1)(1
 Xz 1)
= dX(1
 Xz)(1
 1
 dXX)(1
 bXX 
 1)(1
 Xz 1)
= dX(1
 Xz)(1
 Xz 1)
= dX .
Similarly, one can prove that the arrow bX : I ! X
X denes an arrow
(I; id)! (X; z)
 (X;Xz) in F 0. 2
Using the lemma above, we obtain a crossed tensor functor F ! F 0 which
takes X to (X; z) and takes X to (X;X

z). Then for any object U in F ,
the value (U; U) of this tensor functor at U gives the twist  : U ! UU . The
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uniqueness of the braiding and the twist follows from the same argument in
[3]. Let c; c0 be braidings on F such that cX;X = y = c0X;X . For any object
U of F , let E(U) be the set of objects Z for which cU;Z = c0U;Z , and let E be
the set of objects U for which E(U) = objF . Then using the connectivity
structure on F , we see that both E(U) and E are closed under tensor product
and crossed action. Moreover, using the fact that u = c 1X;X ; v = cX;X and
w = cX;X , we see that X;X
 2 E(X) and X;X 2 E(X). Thus X;X 2 E ,
and since X;X generate objF , we have E = objF . Similarly, one can prove
the uniqueness of twist. This completes our proof of Theorem 4.1.1.
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Part III
Perfect braided crossed
modules and their mod-q
analogues
87
Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last part of this paper, we consider the extension theory of braided
crossed modules and its mod-q analogues.
Crossed modules arise in several contexts. For example, in non-Abelian
homological algebra, crossed modules play the role of coecients for degree
two cohomology groups (see [1]). Alternatively, Brown and Spencer [8] ob-
tained certain crossed modules as the fundamental groupoids of topological
groups. This point of view can be extended to higher dimensional groupoids
as well. For example, Brown and Higgins [5] dened the fundamental double
groupoid of a pair of spaces, and Loday [16] developed this to the funda-
mental catn-group
Q
X of a n-cube of spaces X. Among other results, he
proved the equivalence between cat2-groups and crossed squares, and braided
crossed modules appeared as a special case of crossed squares. In the work of
Bullejos and Cegarra [9], braided crossed modules were used as coecients
for certain degree three non-Abelian cohomology groups. More generally,
Breen [1] considered, as the objects of degree three non-Abelian cohomology
groups, the extensions of the form
1! G ! H ! k
where G, H are crossed modules and k is a group. Thus it is quite natural to
consider the case where k is also a crossed module, braided crossed module
and so on.
By use of the Brown-Loday non-Abelian tensor product of groups, Norrie
[18] determined the universal central extensions of perfect crossed modules.
The original version of Part III has been published in Hokkaido Math. Journal Vol.27
(1998), 135-146.
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The Brown-Loday non-Abelian tensor product of groups was extended to
mod-q tensor product by D. Conduche and C. Rodriguez-Fernandez, and
Doncel-Juarez and Grandjean L.-Valcarcel used this to obtain the mod-q
analogue of Norrie's theorem.
The goal of Part III is to prove the braided version of Norrie's theorem
and its mod-q analogues. The construction is simple, but we have to use very
complicated arguments to prove the main theorem. Besides, it depends on an
unexpected relationship between non-Abelian tensor products and braidings
on crossed modules, which makes the whole story rather interesting!
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Chapter 2
Braided crossed modules
2.1 Preliminaries
In this section we recall some denitions and properties of crossed modules
and braidings on them.
Denition 2.1.1 Let N and G be groups together with a homomorphism
N ! G. This N ! G is called a crossed module if G acts on N and satises
the following conditions:
(1) @(gn) = g@(n)g 1; g 2 G; n 2 N ,
(2) @nn0 = nn0n 1; n; n0 2 N .
Example 2.1.1 For a group G, the identity map G! G together with the
action gg0 = gg0g 1 denes a crossed module.
Denition 2.1.2 Let (M;P; @) and (N;G; @0) be crossed modules. A crossed
module morphism (';  ) : (M;P ) ! (N;G) is a pair of group homomor-
phisms ' :M ! N and  : P ! G such that
(1)  @ = @0',
(2) '(gn) =  (g)'(n); g 2 P; n 2M .
When ' and  are surjective, the morphism is called an extension.
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Denition 2.1.3 For a non-negative integer q, the q-center of a crossed
module N ! G is the crossed module (NG)q ! Z(G)q, where (NG)q = fn 2
N ;nq = 1; gn = n; g 2 Gg and Z(G)q = fg 2 Z(G); gq = 1g. In particular,
we call the 0-center the center of N ! G.
Denition 2.1.4 An extension (';  ) : (M;P )! (N;G) of a crossed mod-
ule (N;G) is called q-central if the crossed module ker ' ! ker  is con-
tained in the q-center of the crossed module M ! P . In particular, we call
the 0-central extension the central extension.
Denition 2.1.5 When N ! G is a crossed module, the q-commutator
crossed module is dened as a crossed module DqG(N) ! [G;G]q where
DqG(N) is the subgroup of N generated by fgnn 1rq; g 2 G; n; r 2 Ng and
[G;G]q is the subgroup of G generated by f[g; h]kq; g; h; k 2 Gg. In par-
ticular, we call the 0-commutator crossed module the commutator crossed
module.
Denition 2.1.6 A crossed module N ! G is called q-perfect if it coincides
with the q-commutator crossed module. In particular, we call the 0-perfect
crossed module the perfect crossed module.
Based on the earlier works of Dennis [12] and Miller [17], Brown and
Loday [6] dened the notion of non-Abelian tensor product M 
 N of two
crossed modules. Later, the notion of mod-q exterior product of groups, for
a non-negative integer q, was introduced by Ellis [14], and Brown [3] dened
the mod-q non-Abelian tensor product G
q G of a group G.
The following denition of the mod-q non-Abelian tensor product of
crossed modules is due to Conduche and Rodriguez-Fernandez [11].
Denition 2.1.7 Let (M;G; @) and (N;G; @0) be crossed modules and let q
be a non-negative integer. Then the tensor product M 
q N is dened as a
group generated by the symbols
a
q b (a 2M; b 2 N) and fkg (k 2M G N)
with the following relations:
(1) a
q bc = (a
q b)(ba
q bc),
(2) ab
q c = (ab
q ac)(a
q c),
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(3) fkg(a
q b)fkg 1 = (k)qa
q (k)qb,
(4) [fkg; fhg] = 1(k)q 
q 2(h)q,
(5) fkhg = fkg(Q(1(k) 1 
q ((k)1 q+i2(h))i))fhg,
(6) f(aba 1; abb 1)g = (a
q b)q,
where  = @  1.
Note that the Brown-Loday non-Abelian tensor product M 
 N can be
regarded as the special case where the generators are just a 
0 b and the
relations are just (1) and (2). Besides, it was shown in [6] that, for a group
G, the following identities hold in G
G:
(a) (a
 b)(c
 d)(a
 b) 1 = [a;b]c
 [a;b]d,
(b) [a; b]
 c = (a
 b)(ca
 cb),
(c) a
 [b; c] = (ab
 ac)(b
 c) 1,
where a; b; c 2 G and [a; b] = aba 1b 1.
We next consider braidings on crossed modules.
Denition 2.1.8 A braiding on a crossed module @ : N ! G is a map
f ; g : GG! N (bracket operation) satisfying the following conditions:
(1) @fa; bg = aba 1b 1,
(2) f@(n); bg = nbn 1,
(3) fa; @(n)g = ann 1,
(4) fa; bcg = fa; bgbfa; cg,
(5) fab; cg = afb; cgfa; cg,
for a; b; c 2 G and n 2 N .
Example 2.1.2 There are canonical braidings on the crossed modules id :
G! G and G
G! G, a
 b 7! [a; b] by the following maps:
GG! G; (a; b)! [a; b] = aba 1b 1,
GG! G
G; (a; b)! a
 b.
Denition 2.1.9 A morphism between two braided crossed modules is de-
ned as a crossed module morphism which preserves the braiding structures.
In particular, a q-central extension of a braided crossed module is a q-central
extension of the underlying crossed module which preserves the braiding
structures.
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2.2 Canonical braidings
To construct new braidings, we start from the following observation:
Proposition 2.2.1 If a crossed module @ : N ! G has a braiding f ; g,
then there is a group homomorphism f : G
G! N , a
 b 7! fa; bg.
Proof. Let us check that f preserves the dening relations in G
G. By the
denitions, we have
f(a
 bc) = fa; bcg = fa; bgbfa; cg,
f(a
 b)f(ba
 bc) = fa; bgfba; bcg.
Then we can use the result of Conduche [10] which says that any braiding is
equivariant (i.e., afb; cg = fab; acg), so that f(a 
 bc) = f(a 
 b)f(ba 
 bc).
The other relation can be proved by the same computation. 2
We next consider the q-tensor analogues. The main dierence is the
existence of the elements fkg, and to construct a well behaved map on G
qG,
we assume that the crossed modules N ! G are q-central extensions of G.
Proposition 2.2.2 When a crossed module @ : N ! G is a q-central exten-
sion and has a braiding f ; g, there is a group homomorphism f : G
q G!
N , a
 b 7! fa; bg, fkg 7! s(k)q (s is a section of @).
Proof. We have to check that f preserves the relations (3)-(6) in mod-q
tensor product. We rst consider the relation (3). The we have f(fkg(a
q
b)fkg 1) = s(k)qfa; bgs(k) q = kqfa; bg = fkqa; kqbg = f(kqa 
q kqb). We
next consider the relation (4). The we have f([fkg; fhg]) = [s(k)q; s(h)q] =
s(k)qs(h)q(s(h)q) 1 = k
q
s(h)q(s(h)q) 1 = fkq; hqg. For the relation (5), we
have f(fkhg) = s(kh)q = (s(k)s(h))q = s(k)q(Q[(s(k) 1; (k1 q+ih)i])s(h)q =
s(k)q(
Q
[fk 1; (k1 q+ih)ig)s(h)q. Finally, we consider the relation (6). Then
we have f(f(aba 1; abb 1)g) = s([a; b])q, and because s([a; b]) and fa; bg have
the same image under @, s([a; b])q coincides with fa; bgq. 2
We proceed to construct a canonical braiding on  : N
G! G
G when
N ! G is braided with a braiding f ; g. Dene f ; g : G
GG
G! N
G
by
f ; g : (a
 b; c
 d) 7! fa; bg 
 [c; d]:
Then we have the following proposition:
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Proposition 2.2.3 f ; g satises the braiding conditions.
Proof. We rst consider the identity (1). If we take a = a
 b and b = c
 d,
we have fa
 b; c
 dg = (fa; bg
 [c; d]) = @fa; bg
 [c; d] = [a; b]
 [c; d], so
that we need the following identity:
(a
 b)(c
 d)(a
 b) 1(c
 d) 1 = [a; b]
 [c; d],
but this is the product of (a) and (b) in page 92.
The identities (2) and (3) are proved by a result in Brown and Loday [6].
Alternatively, one can prove them using a technique which we will describe
in Lemma 1 below.
We next consider the identity (4). If we take a = a
b and bc = (c
d)(c0

d0), we have fa
 b; (c
 d)(c0 
 d0)g = fa; bg
[c; d][c0; d0]. On the other hand,
we have fa
 b; c
 dgc
dfa
 b; c0 
 d0g = (fa; bg
[c; d])c
d(fa; bg
[c0; d0]) =
(fa; bg 
 [c; d])([c;d](fa; bg 
 [c;d][c0; d0]) = fa; bg 
 [c; d][c0; d0].
Finally, we consider the identity (5). If we take ab = (a
b)(a0
b0) and c =
c 
 d, we have f(a
 b)(a0 
 b0); c
 dg = fa; bgfa0; b0g 
 [c; d]. On the other
hand, a
bfa0 
 b0; c
 dgf a
 b; c
 dg = a
b(fa0; b0g
 [c; d])(fa; bg
 [c; d]) =
([a;b](fa0; b0g 
 [a;b][c; d])(fa; bg 
 [c; d]) = (fa;bg(fa0; b0g 
 fa;bg[c; d])(fa; bg 

[c; d]) = fa; bgfa0; b0g 
 [c; d]. 2
Remark. In (4) and (5), the properties @(fa; bg) = [a; b] and @(n)n0 = nn0n 1
were used.
When a crossed moduleN ! G is a q-central extension ofG and equipped
with a braiding f ; g, one can use Proposition 2.2.2 to dene a canonical
braiding f ; gq on the crossed module N 
q G! G
q G.
Before checking the braiding conditions, we prove the next lemma.
Lemma 2.2.1 In N 
q G, the next identities hold:
(a) aba 1 
q hq = (a
q b)(hqa
q hqb) 1,
(b) fngq 
q [a; b] = fngf[a;b]ng 1,
(c) nq 
q hq = fngfhqng 1.
Proof. Recall that for two crossed modules (M;G; @) and (N;G; @0), Doncel-
Juarez and Grandjean L.-Valcarcel contructed the following crossed module
 :M 
q N ! G
q G:
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(m
q n) = @(m)
q @0(n); (fkg) = f@(1(k))g,
a
qb(m
q n) = [a;b]m
q [a;b]n; a
qb(fkg) = f[a;b]kg,
h(m
q n) = hqm
q hqn; hfkg = fhqkg,
and proved that when N ! G is a q-perfect crossed module the crossed
module N 
q G! G
q G becomes the universal q-central extension of it.
To prove the identities (a)  (c), we use the universality of N 
q G, and
show that, for any q-central extension (X1; X2; @
0) of (N;G; @), the unique
map '1 : N 
qG! X1 dened by '1(n
q g) = s1(n)s2(g)s1(n) 1; '1(fhg) =
s1(h)
q, where s1 and s2 are sections of  1 : X1 ! N and  2 : X2 ! G
respectively, preserves the relations.
We rst check the identity (a). By the denitions, we have
'1(a
ba 1 
q hq) = s1(aba 1)s2(hq)s1(aba 1) 1.
Since s1(a
ba 1)s2(h
q)s1(a
ba 1) 1 has the form xyx 1 in X1, we can change
s1(a
ba 1) to s1(a)s2(b)s1(a) 1). Then we have
s1(a
ba 1)s2(h
q)s1(a
ba 1) 1 = (s1(a)s2(b)s1(a) 1))s2(h
q)(s1(a)
s2(b)s1(a)
 1) 1.
On the other hand, we have
'((a
qb)(hqa
qhqb) 1) = (s1(a)s2(b)s1(a) 1)(s1(hqa)s2(hqb)s1(hqa) 1) 1.
Hence we should prove the formula:
s2(hq)(s1(a)
s2(b)s1(a)
 1) 1 = (s1(h
q
a)s2(h
qb)s1(
hqa) 1) 1,
but notice that the latter has the form (xyx 1) 1. Thus we can replace
s1(
hqa) by s2(h
q)s1(a) and s2(
hqb) by s2(h
q)s2(b)s2(h
q) 1.
We next check the identity (b). By the denition, we have
'1(fngq
q[a; b]) = s1(nq)s2([a;b])s1(nq) 1 = (s1(n))qs2([a;b])(s1(n)q) 1.
On the other hand, we have
'1(fngf[a;b]ng 1) = s1(n)q(s1([a;b]n)q) 1.
Since the elements s2([a;b])s1(n) and s1(
[a;b]n) have the same image under  1 :
X1 ! N , one sees that, by the property of q-central extensions of a crossed
module, the element s2([a;b])(s1(n)
q) 1 coincides with (s1([a;b]n)q) 1.
Finally, we check the identity (c). By the denition, we have
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'1(n
q 
q hq) = s1(nq)s2(hq)s1(nq) 1 = s1(n)q(s2(hq)s1(n)) q.
On the other hand, we have
'1(fngfhqng 1) = s1(n)qs1(hqn) q.
Then one can easily see that the elements s2(h
q)s1(n) and s1(
hqn) have the
same image under  1. Thus the result follows. 2
Proposition 2.2.4 f ; gq becomes a braiding on N 
q G! G
q G.
Proof. When the elements fkg do not appear in the relations, they are
derived from the results for f ; g. So we consider the case where the elements
fkg are appearing in the relations. Below, we denote f ; gq and 
q by f ; g
and 
 respectively. We rst consider the relation (1). If we take a = fkg
and b = c
d, we have ffkg; c
 dg = (s(k)q
fc; dg) = kq
 [c; d]. On the
other hand, we have fkg(c
 d)fkg 1(c
 d) 1 = (kqc
 kqd)(c
 d) 1. Hence
we need the identity:
kq 
 [c; d] = (kqc
 kqd)(c
 d) 1,
but this is the formula (c) applied to mod-q tensor product with a = kq,
b = c, c = d.
We next consider the relation (2). If we take n = a
 b and b = fhg, then
by the denition we have f@(a)
 b; fhgg = f@(a); bg 
 hq = aba 1 
 hq. On
the other hand, we have (a
 b)fhg(a
 b) 1 = (a
 b)(hqa
 hqb) 1. Thus by
Lemma 2.2.1 (a), they coincide. If we take n = fng and b = a 
 b, then we
have ffng; a
 bg = nq 
 [a; b]. On the other hand, we have fnga
bfng 1 =
fngf[a;b]ng 1. Thus by Lemma 2.2.1 (b), they coincide. If we take n = fng
and b = fhg, we have ffng; fhgg = nq 
 hq. On the other hand, we have
fngfhgfng 1 = fngfhqng 1. Thus by Lemma 2.2.1 (c), they coincide.
The relation (3) follows by the same computations. We next consider
the relation (4). If we take a = fkg and bc = (a 
 b)(c 
 d), we have
ffkg; (a
 b)(c
 d)g = s(k)q 
 [a; b][c; d]. On the other hand, we have
ffkg; a
 bga
bffkg; c 
 dg = (s(k)q 
 [a; b])(a
b(s(k)q 
 [c; d])) = (s(k)q 

[a; b])([a;b]s(k)q 
 [a;b][c; d]) = s(k)q 
 [a; b][c; d]. If we take a = fkg and bc =
fhg(c
d), we have ffkg; fhg(c
 d)g = s(k)q
s(h)q[c; d]. On the other hand,
we have (ffkg; fhgg)(fhgffkg; c
 dg) = (s(k)q 
 s(h)q)(fhg(s(k)q 
 [c; d])) =
(s(k)q 
 s(h)q)(hqs(k)q 
 hq [c; d]) = s(k)q 
 s(h)q[c; d]. If we take a = fkg
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and bc = (c
 d)fhg, we have ffkg; (c
 d)fhgg = s(k)q 
 [c; d]s(h)q. On the
other hand, we have ffkg; (c
 d)gc
dffkg; fhgg = (s(k)q
 [c; d])c
d(s(k)q

s(h)q) = (s(k)q 
 [c; d])([c;d]s(k)q 
 [c;d]s(h)q) = s(k)q 
 [c; d]s(h)q.
(5) Omitted. 2
2.3 Universality
In the previous section, we have constructed canonical braidings on the
crossed modules N 
 G ! G 
 G and N 
q G ! G 
q G. Since it is
known that they are the universal central extensions of a perfect(q-perfect)
crossed module N ! G, it is quite natural to consider their braided version.
The next proposition shows that the canonical braiding f ; g on the
crossed module N 
G! G
G is compatible with f ; g.
Proposition 2.3.1 The next diagram becomes commutative.
? ?
(G
G)
 (G
G) N 
G
G
G N
-
-
Proof. It is enough to show that the next diagrams commute:
(1)
?
(G
G)
 (G
G) N 
G
G
G
-





+
(2)
?
N 
G
G
G N





+
-
The diagram (1) becomes commutative because of the braiding condition (1).
The triangle (2) also becomes commutative by the braiding condition (2) for
f ; g. 2
Thus we know that the braided crossed module (N 
G! G
G; f ; g)
is an extension of (N ! G; f ; g). Furthermore, this braiding has a universal
property.
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Theorem 2.3.1 If (N ! G; f ; g) is a perfect braided crossed module, and
(X1
!! X2; f ; g0) is a central extension of it with a compatible braiding,
then the next diagram becomes commutative.
? ?
(G
G) (G
G) N 
G
X2 X2 X1
-
-
f ; g
f ; g0
Proof. Let s2 be a section of the map X2 ! G, and let u : G
G! X2X2
be the map a 
 b ! (s2(a); s2(b)). Dene r : G 
 G ! X1 to be f ; g0  u
and let t : G
G! X2 be the map a
 b 7! [s2(a); s2(b)]. Set p = r  t and
q = !  id.
We now consider the following decomposition of the diagram in the the-
orem and show that each diagram inside commutes.
? ?
(G
G) (G
G) N 
G
X2 X2 X1
-
-
X1 X2
HHHj


*(A)
(B)
(C)
p
q
f ; g
f ; g0
The diagram (A) becomes commutative because the braiding f ; g0 is compat-
ible with f ; g. The diagram (B) also becomes commutative because of the
braiding condition (2) and the choice of r. Finally the commutativity of the
diagram (C) follows from the braiding condition (2) and the constructions.
2
Corollary 2.3.1 If (N ! G; f ; g) is a q-perfect braided crossed module
with N being a q-central extension of G, then (N 
q G ! G 
q G; f ; gq)
becomes the universal central extension of it.
Proof. This follows since we can construct the similar maps by r(fkg) =
(s1  s(k))q and t(fkg) = (!  s1  s(k))q. 2
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